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David Monks RAeC Chairman

Yet again, it's time for nominations for the 2019 Royal Aero Club Awards. The forms are available for
completion with a December 13th deadline. The ceremony will take place on Tuesday 19th May,
2020, at the RAF Club in London - a date for your diary.
In the last newsletter, I reported we welcomed the FAI Secretary General to our last meeting in the
summer. It has become apparent that the Secretariat and the Executive Board are struggling to find
conventional ways to plug the rather large gap in FAI's finances for the 2020 budget. Various
proposals have been made.
To fully address the issues proposed for our members, as stated in the last newsletter The Council
has formed a working group consisting of Patrick Naegeli and David Roberts, both former RAeC
Chairmen and FAI VP Rob Hughes. We had our first meeting and have proposed a range of saving
the Secretariat could make to head off the deficit they are proposing for 2020.
Amongst the proposals from the EB is a proposal is to charge an annual registration fee, on top of any
current fees, for each sporting licence issued of Swiss Francs (CHF) 15. This could be a potential
exposure to the UK of 20,000 CHF. We are vigorously opposing measures such as this as they
equate to plug the gap in the FAI financial hole.
I delivered our observations, proposals and recommendations to Bob Henderson, President, and
Susanne Schödel, Secretary General in Lausanne at the end of October clearly stating the position of
the UK which is that we do not accept the 2020 budget. It has become apparent that FAI is struggling
to fund its administrative function from membership income.
In reality as the years go by things do cost more and unfortunately, FAI and its membership has not
addressed this as well as it could have. These and other proposals are due on the agenda for the FAI
General Conference. The General Conference was to be held at the end of October in Morocco but
has been postponed until the beginning of December and relocated to Lausanne. I will be attending
the GC as will Rob Hughes.
On another note, I recently requested permission from the Royal Aero Club Trust to borrow a trophy,
namely The Breguet Trophy, to take to an event overseas. It was an interesting process from
completing forms and insuring it as well as providing details of how it would be transported and then
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ultimately returning to the Trust. It's the second time I've been to Hendon but the first time I've seen
the archives. It was a fascinating experience, it is true Aladdin's Cave and I was privileged enough to
see the very first licence issued by the RAeC to J T Brabazon-Moore, it dates back to March 1910. If
you have the time, it’s well worth a visit as it is a treasure trove. We should take every opportunity to
promote The Trusts Collection

David Monks
Chairman
The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom
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jude@royalaeroclub.uk

FROM YOUR EDITOR

Where has time gone and gone is British Summertime time. But have been happily up above 2000ft
and clocking hours as it’s biennial time again and having some lovely picnics with fellow aviators and
aviatrix, and attended one or two fly-ins.
By the time you read this issue we may be a little clearer, or maybe not, as to where the “B” word
leaves us…..or we may be still in 8 oktas. See RAeC News & Information section in this
Newsletter
Your Newsletter feedback is very important. Please forward your comments and thoughts to the
RAeC General Secretary secretary@royalaeroclub.co.uk and copy me in jude@royalaeroclub.uk I
really would love to have some feedback on the 2 formats, the smaller version which your Air Sport
association should be emailing to you, and the full version available on the RAeC website. If you are
not being emailed the small version please ask your Air Sports secretary to do so.
Please email Newsletter contribution articles, information and jpegs (labelled please) to
jude@royalaeroclub.uk. Also jpegs for future RAeC Newsletter front covers. Where I have used
information from websites and other sources I have taken that, as usual, this will be with your
blessing, with photographs credited where known.
My thanks to Paul Tallet and Mark at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of this Autumn
issue and to Ian Richmond for permission to use his photo taken at Goodwood for YES.
Wishing you all Season’s Greetings and a Happy, Prosperous, Healthy and safe flying 2020.

Jude Wordsworth
For further information on any items contained in this Newsletter, please contact the RAeC Office at 31 St
Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE or on 0116 244 0182 or at secretary@royalaeroclub.co.uk
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http://royalaeroclub.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom (RAeC) is the national co-ordinating body for Air Sport in
the United Kingdom.
Today its principal roles is to co-ordinate, promote and protect all forms of recreational and
competitive air sport in the UK, represent UK air sport internationally and has a major role in setting
technical standards, negotiating with international official bodies and, in consultation with our member
organisations, appoint UK delegates to the various Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI)
Commissions.

RAeC NEWS
FACEBOOK
If you aren’t already following and liked our RAeC FaceBook page
https://www.facebook.com/1129595953719600/posts/2985832231429287?sfns=mo

checkout

2019 RAeC MEDALS AND AWARDS CEREMONY
Date for your diary the Ceremony for the presentation of 2019 Awards will take place at the RAF
Club on Tuesday 19th May, 2020.

ROYAL AERO CLUB

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Our thanks to David Wise for his informative calendar of events which is available on the RAeC
website http://events.royalaeroclub.org/eventuk.htm
Events are always subject to change, rescheduling and cancellation and some are subject to
NOTAMs or Information Circulars (AICs) ALWAYS CHECK BEFORE SETTING OUT

FAI AWARDS 2019
Congratulations to David Phipps, RAeC General Secretary and CEO of the BMFA on being
awarded a Paul Tissandier Diploma from the FAI.
And congratulations also to Nigel Stevens, who receives the Phoenix Diploma for his restoration of
his De Havilland DHC-1 Chipmunk Mk 20 (F-AZNS). The restoration started on 3rd July 1999 and
after 5200 hours of work it flew on the 17th April 2018, and to The Liliethan Gliding Medal’s recipient
Dick Bradley.

MERGER OF THE LAA AND THE BMAA
The Annual General Meeting of the Light Aircraft Association Ltd Sunday on 20 October 2019
approved the merger of the LAA and the British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA). See LAA &
BMAA sections in this Newsletter for more information.
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DRONES
As from 30 November 2019 anyone responsible for a drone or unmanned aircraft (including model
aircraft) weighing between 250g and 20kg will need to register as an operator. The cost for this
will be £9 renewable annually.
Anyone flying a drone or unmanned aircraft (including model aircraft) weighing between 250g and
20kg will need to take and pass an online education package. This is free and renewable every
three years.
Register and take online education package from 5 November 2019 at register-drones@caa.co.uk
However, members of ARPAS-UK, British Model Flying Association (BMFA), Scottish Aeromodellers’
Association (SAA), Large Model Association (LMA) and FPV UK will not need to register as an
operator with the CAA system if they are a current member of these associations. With permission,
the associations will collect the registration fee from members directly and supply their data to
the CAA. This will take place initially by 31 January 2020 and an exemption from the need to register
will be put in place by 30 November to cover association members until then.
However, whilst drones can only be used within visual line of sight the next stage of their development
is to go beyond, including launch and forget. The DfT has initiated a review of regulation and the
volume of regulation that impacts on GA. Most regulations are there to protect innocent third parties
and compensate, OK the cynical amongst us also think to increase revenue to someone, and when
commercial aircraft the problem is multiplied. It will be interesting to see the developments of AI and
algorithms to replace well trained human pilots, who are the best safety tool.

SPORTING LICENCES 2020

World Records and International Competitions

We recommend that your application to your air sport association is done at least four weeks before
the event in which you wish to take part AND that you check the FAI Database to make sure your
details are registered, and registered correctly. http://old.fai.org/about-fai/fai-sporting-licences
There is also a move by the FAI to introduce a per person licence tax. Watch this space for
developments.
Are you looking for A PAID OR VOLUNTARY JOB IN AVIATION? Check out the RAeC
Member Vacancies section in this Newsletter. You may find something interesting to apply for.

DON’T FORGET YOUR 5% discount from Pooleys
If you are ordering any flight equipment from Pooleys https://www.pooleys.com use the promotional
code YES at the checkout and you will be helping to support the work that YES (Youth & Education
Support) is doing in the community and you’ll get a 5% discount off your orders.

BMAA MICROLIGHT OPEN SERIES
Launched in 2019 the BMAA Microlight Open Series has been designed to offer a fun flying weekend
to all pilots of all aircraft types and experience level. See BMAA section in this Newsletter

AVIATION FIRST AID COURSES
The BMAA’s aviation first aid course is fully certified as a FAA (First Aid Award) Level 3 training
course and is valid for three years and you will learn about the following topics, including participating
in practical elements: For more information: https://www.bmaacourses.co.uk/aviation-first-aid
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AVIATION NATIONAL AND WORLD RECORDS
The 3R’s (The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association) have delegated authority
from the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale) www.fai.org to oversee National and World
Record attempts by UK licenced pilots and citizens. This is open to RAeC members and nonmembers.
If you are interested in setting an Aviation Record be it point to point (speed), altitude or endurance
contact Geoffrey Boot, Record Coordinator at geoffreyboot@gmail.com

FAI Aviation Art Contest for Young People 2020
“Flying Yesterday and Tomorrow” is the theme for the next FAI’s Aviation Art Contest. The Light
Aircraft Association is facilitating the UK competition in association with the Royal Aero Club, Pilot
magazine and the Guild of Aviation Artists, with the winning UK entries being forwarded to the global
FAI Young Artists Contest 2020.
The FAI Young Artists Contest is run in collaboration with FAI Members around the world for
youngsters between the ages of 6 and 17. Gold, Silver and Bronze FAI Medals will be awarded to the
winners for three age categories (6-9, 10-13 & 14-17 years old).

UK entries must be received by the Light Aircraft Association, Turweston, Northamptonshire, NN13
5YD deadline 31st January 2020. They will be judged by representatives from the LAA, Guild of
Aviation Artists and Royal Aero Club. Three entries in each category will be selected to be sent to
Lausanne in March for the international competition judging in April 2020. All entries will be
acknowledged and the selected artists informed that their entries have won the UK category.
The LAA look forward to receiving entries from across the UK, from individuals and schools as well as
Air Scouts and Air Cadets so if you have a budding artist in your family get them to enter.
Full details on how to enter are in the LAA section of this Newsletter

THE BRITISH MODEL FLYING ASSOCIATION LAUNCHES 2020 UNIVERSITY
AND SCHOOLS PAYLOAD CHALLENGE
The challenge is partnered by the BMFA and the RAeS and enjoys the support of BAE SYSTEMS,
Rolls Royce and RAF Engineering. See the BMFA section in this Newsletter for more information.
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CLEAN SPORT FORUM, OCTOBER 8, 2019
My thanks to David Monks for the following report:
I attended UKADs annual conference in October which was held at Edgbaston cricket
ground last month. It was a well organised event hosted by sports commentator, Anne Marie
Batson.

The agenda was a varied one covering many topics which affect anti-doping such as Sport
integrity, TUE's and a comprehensive report on what UKAD did in the WADA crisis when the
Russian equivalent RUSADA was effectively closed down in 2015 by WADA.
One athlete with an incredible story is John Jackson, Team GB 2014 bobsleigh team,
Olympic bronze medallists who, along with his team, has been awarded his medal five years
after the event but has still to receive it.

Pat Myhill, Director of Operations, UK Anti-Doping and Sochi 2014 Olympic bobsleigh bronze
medallist, John Jackson.
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He was part of a four man GB bobsleigh team who were originally fifth in the event. The
McLaren report (the independent report into the alleged Russian state sponsored doping
scandal) was published in 2016 which lead to the initial investigation in to the result. Both
Russian teams, having previously held first and fourth places, were disqualified handing gold
to Latvia, silver to the USA and bronze to Team GB. John Jackson has been rightfully
scathing, being quoted in various publications of being denied his podium place at the event
but should get his medal by the end of this year.
It was very interesting to see the drive behind clean sport in action. The people involved are
passionate about standing up for the rights of athletes and the example of bobsleigh Olympic
team speaks volumes.

David Monks with UKAD Chairman Trevor Pearce CBE QPM

It was an interesting forum and a very well attended including some elite athletes. I was
fortunate enough to have a meeting with UKADs Chairman Trevor Pearce to discuss a
WADA matter currently being experienced with FAI. I was very encouraged by the overall
approach and professionalism of UKAD and hope they can assist us in future development. I
am also hoping to build on this relationship to develop an educational programme for the
RAeC.
Knowledge is power and a good understanding of these rules will place us better in
competition.
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OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
EMILY COLLETT

1983 – 2019

On the 24th August Emily Collett tragically lost her life in an accident while sharing her passion for
aerobatics, she is sadly missed by her family and friends but this remarkable woman will never be
forgotten by those who knew her.
Emily tragically died at the age of 35 but had achieved much in her short life. A British Aerobatic
Champion, a member of the British Aerobatic Team and, with her husband Mike, built an aerobatic
training school, Ultimate Aerobatics, that quickly gained the respect of the industry and attracted
young pilots who were keen to learn.
Our condolences to Emily’s husband Mike, their family and friends, and also to the family and friends
of her student Thomas Castle.
For the full obituary see British Aerobatics in this Newsletter

MICROLIGHT NOISE CERTIFICATE EXEMPTION
The CAA, in cooperation with the Department for Transport, has today issued an exemption to
remove the need for microlight aircraft to hold a noise certificate. This is in advance of a Government
consultation on the issue.
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=detail&i
d=9230

NEW AVIATION MINISTER
Paul Maynard, MP, is the new Aviation Minister to champion GA. He recognises the need to
consider policy options which will support general aviation and the benefits to young people of piloting
unmanned aircraft and will look closely at policies to encourage drone and model-flying communities.

THE ALL PARTY GROUP on GENERAL AVIATION
The work of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation was recognised in the Queens
Speech, with the Government announcing that reform of UK airspace is one of its top priories
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The APPG-GA has elected two co-Chairs to take over organising the group after the departure of
former Chair Grant Shapps MP. They are Mark Pritchard MP and Lord Byron Davies of Gower and
will divide responsibility for leading on the group’s activities in Parliament.
Members of both Houses of Parliament are able to join All-Party Parliamentary Groups. The rules
stipulate that they must be open to all parliamentarians, regardless of party affiliation. MPs and Peers
who join the APPG agree with the overriding purpose and mission of promoting General Aviation in
the United Kingdom.
The All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation has now attracted a record 208
parliamentary members, including 28 Privy Councillors, 16 former Cabinet ministers, 4 former
Transport Ministers and one current Party Leader, reflecting the importance attached to promoting
jobs and growth through General Aviation in Great Britain and Northern Ireland.
The Airfields Working Group of the APPG has been established to directly address the issues
surrounding the decline of General Aviation airfields across the country. In particular, the number of
airfields licenced by the Civil Aviation Authority has dramatically declined over recent years. However,
the APPG’s concerns are not limited to just licenced airfields, but airfields of all types.
The working group believes that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) provides little
assistance to maintain the airfields that continue to exist, and indeed many of those are under threat
of closure. New airfields are never built therefore once an airfield closes it is gone forever.
The APPG recently highlighted a 5-point plan for UK GA including to expedite the process of
creating GNSS approaches to GA airfields.
Further details about the APPG and its aims can be found at www.generalaviationappg.uk

EDUCATE YOUR MP if not already an
https://generalaviationappg.uk/new-lobby-pack/

APPG

member.

Download

the

pack

at

REGISTRATION and COMPETENCY OF SUA OPERATORS
Effective from 30 November 2019 will be registration of SUA operators AND the competency of
remote pilots to be tested for operators of SUA’s that have a mass of 250 grams or more.
The full guidance can be found here
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1763%20New%20UAS%20guidance%20Feb%202019.pdf

CAA AND BREXIT
This is the message sent by Rob Bishton (Head of Flight Operations), Rachel Gardner-Poole, (Head
of General Aviation), David Malins (Head of Airworthiness) and Jon Round (Head of Airspace, ATM
and Aerodromes) with regard to the CAA’s position and Brexit.
The UK Civil Aviation Authority has developed comprehensive aviation contingency plans to maximise
continuity and stability for businesses and passengers whether or not an overall deal has been
agreed with the EU by the time this event takes place. The effectiveness of these measures,
particularly for companies using European approvals, is dependent on companies taking action.
The UK Government has previously stated that they would want to seek continued participation with
the European Safety Agency (EASA) system post Brexit. The CAA agrees with this approach.
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However, if there is no UK-EU withdrawal agreement and the UK leaves without a deal, the CAA is
ready to act as the UK’s independent air safety regulator.
The CAA has been supporting the Department for Transport in making sure that existing EU aviation
law has been incorporated into UK law. All EU regulations applicable at the point of the UK’s exit from
the EU would therefore be retained and the substantive content of UK regulations would be
unchanged from EU regulations at that point.
The CAA, which has shared its plans fully with ICAO, will recognise EASA certificates, approvals and
licences for use in the UK aviation system and on UK-registered aircraft for up to two years after the
exit date and is re-establishing its own ICAO ‘State of Design’ capability. This will support the
import/export and operation of aircraft, oversee UK aerospace design organisations and approve
aircraft changes.
The CAA and DfT have worked with the USA, Canada, Brazil and Japan to ensure replacement
bilateral safety agreements will be in place post-Brexit. These arrangements facilitate the mutual
recognition of safety certificates and support both international trade and airline operations.
Services and certificates provided by CAA-approved organisations should continue to be accepted on
a global basis as the regulations, systems, oversight and approvals will continue to comply with ICAO
Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPs).
The latest details of all the CAA’s plans are available on the CAA’s Brexit microsite
info@caa.co.uk/brexit which they will continue to update.
If you haven’t done so already, to review the sections of the site relevant to you and/or your
organisation and subscribe to the EU exit category in their SkyWise alerting system:
SkyWise@caa.co.uk
A link to a short summary of how the regulatory system will work after Brexit: is available at
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=8675

HOWEVER, to continue flying as PiC, if no deal is agreed between the EU and the UK or the EU do
not agree to the latest deal on the table, private pilots might need to take action to ensure continued
authority to fly. Actions required would depend on individual circumstances and are a matter for each
individual to consider. This page sets out some of what you may need to consider to prepare for such
an eventuality.
https://info.caa.co.uk/brexit/privatepilots/?fbclid=IwAR3iGLD_YE_d9OzRW6H9MlMYvH5tuGx7IEcmBxB_nUp-30-Y_4rY0YXopiA

GATWICK OFFICE BECOMES THE OFFICIAL CAA HEADQUARTERS
Following the relocation of our central London office from Holborn to Canary Wharf, our official
corporate headquarters is now Aviation House located just outside of Gatwick Airport.The official
registered address is Aviation House, Beehive Ring Road, Crawley, West Sussex RH6 0YR

PILOT MEDICAL DECLARATIONS (PMD) – ARE YOU CONFUSED????
If you use your UK issued Part-FCL EASA PPL licence or the “old style” National UK Pilot Licence for
private VFR flights in UK airspace in G registered aircraft with no more than four POB you do not
need a Class 2 medical. You can make a straightforward pilot medical declaration to the CAA IF you
are fit to meet normal DVLA driving standards (DVLA Group 1 ODL standard) for a private car driver.
Penalties may apply for a false statement.
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So no more proving you can read row 6 (AECONHTL) of the eye chart; no more providing a urine
sample; no more “you’re over-weight/blood pressure too high/smoke too much/drink too much” or an
ECG.
LOST your Class 2 or LAPL medical? Submit a PMD providing you are not taking prescribed
medication for any psychiatric illness if you want to fly aircraft below 2000kg MTOM (Maximum TakeOff Mass). Restrictions for piloting aircraft 2000-5700kg MTOM under a PMD are:
 Being prescribed medication for any psychiatric illness
 Bipolar disorder, psychosis or a diagnosis of personality disorder
 Drug abuse or alcohol misuse or addiction (or conviction for drink/drug driving)
 Being prescribed medication or treatment for angina or heart failure
 Cardiac surgical procedures including cardiac device implantation
 Recurrent fainting or collapse (syncope)
 Unexplained loss of consciousness
 Insulin treatment
 Chronic lung disease with shortness of breath on exertion
 Any neurological condition requiring medication
 Seizures or epilepsy
 Significant functional physical disability likely to impair safe operation of normal flight controls
For minor and self-limiting conditions (for example colds, day-case procedures, minor
musculoskeletal injuries etc) withdrawal of your declaration is not required. You should, however, not
fly until you have fully recovered.
Flying an EASA aircraft? ORS4 No.1283 (valid until 8th April 2020 unless revoked) allows you to be
PiC. You must have made a PMD to the UK CAA “Licence holders must have previously made a
medical declaration in accordance with Article 163(3) of the Air Navigation Order (ANO) 2016 which
remains valid and has not been withdrawn”
How to make a PMD: This is a free service and the form can only be completed and submitted
online https://apply.caa.co.uk/CAAPortal/terms-and-conditions.htm?formCode=PMD
VALIDITY: After initially making the declaration it is valid (unless it is withdrawn for one of the reasons
listed above) until the age of 70. After the age of 70, a new declaration must be submitted every three
years.
NEXT: After an automatic response from the CAA print out a copy and keep with your licence to
prove you have made the PMD.
All done ….. safe flying!

CAA NEW SAFETY AND AIRSPACE REGULATION DIRECTOR
Rob Bishton is the CAA’s new Group Director of Safety and Airspace Regulation and will assume
accountability for all the CAA's safety and airspace regulatory functions. He will also become an
executive director and sit on the CAA board.
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A commercial pilot by trade, Rob has extensive management and regulatory experience in the
aviation sector. He has over 10,000 flying hours, including as captain, on a wide range of aircraft
(Boeing 737, 757, 767, 777, 787 and Airbus A320 family) as well as broad experience as a trainer and
examiner.

CAA POST-DISPLAY SEASON 2019 SAFETY SURVEY
The CAA Post-Display Season 2019 safety survey is now available. The purpose of this survey is to
elicit information from the air display community, and encourages all involved in the planning,
execution, and flying at Flying Displays to participate. The results of the survey will enable trends to
be identified, addressed, and lessons learned and disseminated, with an overall aim of continuing to
improve the safety of subsequent display seasons.
Survey available here:
https://skywise.caa.co.uk/post-display-season-2019-safety-survey/

ELECTRONIC CONSPICUITY TRIAL
Airspace4All has published its report on their GA Airfield ATS ADS-B Traffic Display Trial, which
tested mitigations to the increased risk of mid-air collision that had been identified around airfield
traffic circuits and adjacent airspace. The report is based on feedback provided between 1st March
2019 and 31st August 2019 by AFIS and AGCS units at three UK GA airfields. You can read the
report at
https://airspace4all.org/reports/report-on-airspace4all-ga-airfield-ats-ads-b-traffic-display-trial/

CAA CONSULTATIONS
OPTING OUT OF EASA REGULATION FOR 450-600 KG LIGHT AIRCRAFT
A 6-week long consultation to seek views on the UK moving new designs of light aircraft 450-600 kg
from pan-European EASA certification to national regulations. Stakeholders are invited to submit their
views and respond to questions set out in the consultation document online:
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/ga/450-600kg-regulation
The closing date: 29 November 2019 See https://consultations.caa.co.uk
For other responses and CAA action taken
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/we_asked_you_said/

on

recent

closed

consultations
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see

CAA’s PLANNED PERMANENT REDISTRIBUTION (PPR) PROPOSALS
The implementation date for the UK Civil Aviation Authority’s (CAA) new decision-making process for
Planned Permanent Redistribution (PPR) proposals has been postponed from 1 November 2019
until 1 February 2020.
See UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS in this Newsletter for more information

EASA PART-FCL CHANGES
EASA are introducing some changes comes into effect on 11th November 2019. This will affect
many students and existing EASA licence holders (irrespective of what EASA "state" you are licensed
by). A new EASA PART-FCL Easy Access document will be available from EASA on the 11th
November 2019.
See UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS in this Newsletter

POST-BREXIT N-REG AIRCRAFT OWNERS MAY NEED
A CERTIFICATE OF FREE CIRCULATION OR C88
See UK & EASA REGULATORY MATTERS in this Newsletter

AIR PROX BOARD AND POSSIBLE R/T CHANGE AT A/G AIRFIELDS
Because there have been a number of final/long-final conflicts at Air/Ground airfields in recent
months, this led the Board to recommend that the CAA might review R/T procedures with a view to
the use of a ‘base-leg’ call.
For more information
https://www.airproxboard.org.uk/uploadedFiles/Content/Standard_content/Topical_Issues_and_Them
es/September%202019.pdf

THE HONOURABLE COMPANY OF AIR PILOTS
The Air Pilots’ annual Trophies and Awards are among the aviation industries most prestigious
because recipients are selected by their peers, who have experience in military and civil aviation
around the globe. They were presented at London’s Guildhall on Thursday 24th October.
See The Honourable Company of Air Pilots section in this Newsletter for details of General
Aviation recipients.

AVIATION FIRST AID COURSES
How would you react if someone at your flying club was injured, would you be able to help? If a
passenger was unwell after landing?
See BMAA section in this Newsletter for details of their aviation first aid courses

GLIDER TOWING WITH UK NATIONAL PERMIT TO FLY AIRCRAFT
See British Gliding Association section in this Newsletter for more information
14

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE
Registrations for UKROC 2020 are now open at https://www.ukayroc.org.uk/why-enter
The Rocketry Challenge is a great opportunity for young people aged 11 – 18
See Youth section in this Newsletter

GASCo SAFETY EVENINGS
Have you ever been to a GASCo Safety evening? Not for a while? Then checkout the GASCo
section in this Newsletter for information

AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION CIRCULARS (AICs)
The full library of AICs can be accessed via http://www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/public/index.php.html

PROJECT PROPELLER 2020
Project Propeller http://www.projectpropeller.org in existence for 20 years, has been organising an
annual reunion for ex-World War II aircrew to be held at an airfield location in the UK and will be
hosted on Sunday 21 June 2020 at Wolverhampton Halfpenny Green Airport.
If you know of ex-WW2 aircrew of any nation who would like to attend Project Propeller, please
leave
a
message
in
the
“Aircraft”
section
on
their
CONTACT
page
http://www.projectpropeller.org/PP/contact.asp similarly if you want to get involved as a volunteer
pilot.

FAI AIR GAMES
The concept of the Air Games, to be held between FAI World Air Games, was endorsed by the FAI
General Conference. The idea was to showcase different air sports in one venue at one place in a
format affordable by hosts.
However, when the organisational and budget implications became clearer it was apparent that not
enough traction could be achieved in FAI to put together a comprehensive model that would be
appealing enough to potential hosts.
Some external air sports event organisers are, however, interested and FAI HO is in contact with
them. There is also at least one host still inspired by the concept and work is in progress by the FAI to
organise a multi-air-sports event at that venue in 2020 or later.
Watch this space!!!!

OVERFLIGHTS OF GLIDING SITES
There have been 60 overflights of gliding sites reported by BGA clubs so far this year, many of which
have been followed up with the aim of politely educating the powered aircraft pilots involved.
In an effort to assist do print off for your flying school, airfield or club the following flyer.
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https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/8XMDPTJ?mc_cid=b10048fba2&mc_eid=caaaf4ba61

A LITTLE SOMETHING TO MAKE YOU SMILE

Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark
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MEMBER PROFILE : PETER WILSON
Peter Wilson is a Fellow Royal Geographical Society, a Member of The Explorers Club, NY, a
member of the Helicopter Club of Great Britain as well as holding a BSc. (Hons), MSc, FIMechE,
CEng, CPL(H) and FI(H).
Here is Peter’s story:I was born the son of a Geologist in 1957 and grew up in Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) where I was
able to rub shoulders with geologists, physicists and palaeontologists by carrying my father’s bags
on his field trips. This seeded my passion for earth sciences, which has since been fed by a
lifelong subscription to National Geographic.

In 1982 I graduated and worked as a Mechanical Engineer in Scotland. I founded The Change
Works in 1992, co-founded The Health Works in 2004 and sold the combined businesses to GE
Healthcare in 2014. Throughout my life, I had always been a traveller, meeting people to engineer
better solutions and this seeded my passion for human geography and migration.
I came to helicopter flying late in life when I learnt to fly a small helicopter in 1998 and I have been
a weekend instructor for much of that time since then. Flying around the UK in 2004 and rubbing
shoulders with friends doing crazy things like climbing Mount Everest and cycling around the world
inspired me.
In 2015 I joined six other helicopters to fly to Moscow where we were warmly welcomed in Russia
by Michael Farikh, round the world pilot and twice to the North Pole. It felt exciting and the
experience seeded my desire for more long-range flying.
I started researching my particular interests of sustainable development and climate change and
using my engineering background to understand the available science. I was struck by the
arguments for living within Earth’s means and so, I decided to do something to raise the profile of
the UN Global Goals for Sustainable Development and see how people around the world were
addressing these issues.
Three Journeys Round project
Planning from scratch was a huge undertaking very few really appreciate. Setting objectives,
understanding the logistics, raising sponsorship, and configuring the correctly equipped helicopter
took me more than two years of dogged chasing.
In 2015 I decided to devote my time to it and with the help and encouragement of many kind
people I went about developing the Three Journeys Round project just like I had done my own
businesses.
The platform was to be three remarkable journeys. My
objective was to travel with a purpose by helicopter and
share the stories. https://www.threejourneysround.com
On the 3rd October 2016 I returned from my solo world
record VFR helicopter flight around Africa from London to
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Stellenbosch and return. It was utterly spectacular. I saw first-hand the stunning contrasts across
Africa including; the generous peoples; cultures; levels of development; weather; deserts; forests;
coast lines; rivers; volcanoes; the wonderful megafauna; history; and, much more. However, I was
knackered! I had less than six months to be ready for my journey round the world in order to fit the
weather window.

On the 7th August 2017 I became the first helicopter pilot to
fly an equatorial, antipodal circumnavigation with Matthew
Gallagher. Together we landed at the twinned cities of
Palembang in Indonesia and Neiva in Colombia on
opposite sides of Earth.
I had now seen the stunning contrasts across the world
including the welcoming people; wonderful cultures; wide
levels of development, different uses of the land, and
Nature’s power and beauty; the cold glacial northern
latitudes and the hot sweaty equatorial latitudes; animals;
history, politics, and again, much more. 14 months to plan my next departure seemed enough and
I used everything I had learnt about long range flying in a helicopter and travelling with a purpose
to make the final journey round Latin America the very best it could be.

On the 3rd March 2019 I became the first person to fly
around Latin America with Robin Doten from West Palm
Beach to Puerto Williams and return. We had the good
fortune to experience the Caribbean, South America and
Central America from the helicopter platform: the beaches
and reefs; the Amazon River and Forest; the Moxos Plains
and the Pantanal; the Patagonia Steppe, Tierra del Fuego,
the Southern Icecap, glaciers, and volcanoes; the Atacama
and Sechura Deserts, an earthquake in Ecuador;
spectacular wildlife including, Condor, Giant River Otters
and the penguins!

It was absolutely breath-taking scenery throughout. South America is a beautiful continent of big
contrasts: forests and desert, flat and mountainous, wet and dry, windy and calm. The constant
throughout was once the generosity and hospitality of all whom I had the privilege to meet.
The helicopter: I was extremely fortunate to have access to a Robinson R66 helicopter owned by
Helicopter Services Limited. Leon Smith the Chief Pilot of Helicopter Services had mentored my
flying since my first trial lesson with him in 1998. His advice became crucial to my development
and safety.
The R66 used readily available Jet A1 fuel and operated easily to 10,000. I had flown Robinson
helicopters since 1998. I type rated on the R66 late in 2014 and trained others to fly it and in 2015
I set about exploring the R66’s capabilities.
I did not have an instrument rating and I conducted all the flying under Visual Flying Rules.
However, I prepared for many hours in Helicopter Services’ simulator for marginal VFR flying
conditions.

The helicopter was maintained by HQ Aviation at
Denham and together with David Cross who was Chief
Engineer at HQ we paid particular attention as to how
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the ship was flown and we scheduled preparation to keep journey maintenance to simple
inspections.
I trusted my life to the R66 over 1,000’s of miles of inhospitable terrain and my relationship with
David along with his skill and advice kept me flying safely.
For the Africa journey I practised to get single pilot operation slick and after discussion with other
pilots, I developed solutions to reduce problems in the cockpit, which became my flying office.
I mounted all my navigation and camera equipment around me for left-hand operation and I wore
all the necessary safety equipment and beacons for the conditions. The helicopter had the usual
array of analogue instruments in a 7-hole panel with a Garmin 420 for the first journey. I added
software on my iPad and a portable Garmin 795, which was more resilient to harsh conditions,
especially the temperatures in the deserts.
The critical bit of equipment was my Delorme tracker and texting beacon using the Iridium network.
This I used for flight following, which was my first point of search and rescue should I have needed
it, and for enroute weather and communications with G.A.S.E. G.A.S.E. were my flight handlers
and I always established positive two-way communications with them before I lifted for every flight.
The support and teamwork from G.A.S.E. became crucial to the success of the project.
As a result of my brownout experience flying between Tamanrasset, Algeria and Agadez, Niger in
the Sahara Desert, I made two significant changes for the round the world flight; my wife insisted I
recruit an experienced co-pilot to share the flying and I installed a two-axis autopilot with
sponsorship from Genesys. This helped significantly to reduce my cockpit workload. So much so,
that I was happy to return to single pilot operation for my third journey around Latin America using
the autopilot.

Maasai welcome

El Nido, Philippines
Amazon River, Santarém Il Ngwesi, Kenya
to Manaus, Brazil

I also designed brackets to hold equipment to replace the suckers I used in Africa, which came off
at altitude at the most inopportune moments! I also migrated to an Iridium I-GO with WIFI
connection to my iPhone, which was Bluetooth connected to the Bose headsets.
This meant I had Satphone connection for the ‘Operations Normal’ calls in Taiwan, Russia and
Greenland. And finally, I had a small cover designed for the tail rotor pitch links, which helped
greatly to reduce exposure to dusty conditions.
For the Latin America journey I chose to share the social media, photography and videos workload
with a non-pilot who could speak Spanish better than me. Robin and I trained together and
prepared with a trip to Greenland and Spanish lessons. I also upgraded the Garmin GPS to a 650
with ‘touch screen’ for ease of use as a single pilot. I was able to get valuable inputs from key
advisors on how to fly the rain of the Amazon Basin and the wind of Patagonia safely. The
logistics of flying long range were now familiar to me but shipping the helicopter to West Palm
Beach and returning it to the UK was a new project within a project.
What next: I am privileged to have completed three amazing journeys by helicopter; flying a total
of 122,500 km in 684 hours over 285 journey days.
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It was the stuff of dreams really. I had the privilege to witness much of the world’s geography at
first hand, visiting by helicopter locations few ever do. I cannot believe I have flown across the
Sahara twice, Arabia once, up the Amazon River, over the Greenland ice cap, low-level across the
Okavango, Moxos Plains and Pantanal, past Torres del Paine, past volcanoes, and much more. I
felt earthquakes, caught Dengue fever, have been up close and personal with the gorillas of
Virunga National Park, the cheetah of Otjiwarongo and met literally thousands of wonderful people
landing in 86 countries.

In May 2019, I was extremely proud to be awarded the Britannia Trophy for my Three Journeys
Round project by the Royal Aero Club of Great Britain witnessed by my flying mentor, Leon Smith
and my wife, Lavinia - I couldn’t have done it without either of them. This award was dedicated to
all my support and sponsors who made this project possible. To my Sustainable Development
mentor Nigel Winser, my crew members, our families and friends and to so many others for their
understanding, encouragement, help and kindness along the way.
I am now busy ‘decompressing’ and writing a book of the experience, lining up talks and looking for
sponsorship to support the production and distribution of a Coffee Table Book of the very best and
absolutely stunning photographs.
I continue to devote my energy to sustainable development projects using my engineering
background to provide solutions to a changing world and every day I am energised by new
challenges and I am planning an encore soon enough!
Read about this project: http://www.threejourneysround.com
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Royal Aero Club and RAeC Member Vacancies
(Paid and Voluntary)
BPA FINANCE MANAGER (PAID)
Due to the retirement of the current incumbent the BPA are looking to recruit a new finance manager.
The Finance Manager will be a key finance representative, reporting to the Chief Operating Officer
and finance committee via the treasurer.
The salary is between £30,000-£35,000 with additional benefits. If you are a qualified by experience,
Part - Qualified ACCA/CIMA or ACA accountant and for more information on the role and details
on how to apply see
https://www.roberthalf.co.uk/job/leicestershire/finance-manager/06170-0011217255uken?utm_campaign=google_jobs_apply&utm_source=google_jobs_apply&utm_medium=organic&fb
clid=IwAR3H3YJlF48UZKV-3V-sXzrZ_rSkKVC_D9XURVHnFAXqvjC-VfUcKwWhvkE

BGA VACANCIES
Marketing Support (PAID): The BGA has a requirement for a number of marketing tasks to be
developed on a contract basis starting in January 2020. For more information, please contact
office@gliding.co.uk
Question Bank (PAID): The BGA has an immediate requirement to develop a theoretical knowledge
question bank in support of newly appointed glider inspectors. For more information, please contact
office@gliding.co.uk
Lleweni Parc (PAID): TMG/SLMG Instructor and Manager. Assistance with TMG/SLMG instruction
in the Falke and an opportunity to develop towing experience in the new Super Falke from 2021. A
suitably attractive remuneration package will be tailored for the successful candidate and it is
anticipated that the successful applicant will become an incentivised partner in the Lleweni enterprise.
For more information, please contact Rod Witter on 01244 325 730 or at
Rodney.witter@btinternet.com
Bicester Gliding Centre (PAID): weekday Airfield Manager. Initially for the period April-September
2020. The airfield manager will supervise the airfield operations Monday-Friday including managing
the club’s introductory flight operation. The successful applicant will hold a minimum of a BGA
Assistant Instructor Rating or EASA FI(S). A competitive salary is on offer depending on experience.
On site accommodation is available if required. For further information, please contact
enquiries@bicestergliding.com and include brief details of experience and how you may be
contacted.
Bognor Regis Gliding Club (VOLUNTARY): Instructors and Winch Drivers with a one-off
discounted membership 2020 for experienced pilots who are willing put the time in & help to train a
team of pilots. Hangarage available FOC for a loaned tug aircraft & two seater training glider made
available for club use with insurance and maintenance paid by the club. Join our exciting adventure,
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be part of something very new and help to shape its future. For more information, please contact
Julian Hitchcock at enquiries@brgc.co.uk
BGA Airspace Committee (VOLUNTARY): The BGA Airspace Committee engages with gliding
clubs and with other airspace stakeholders with the aim of maintaining reasonably safe airspace and
freedom of movement for gliding. For more information and to arrange a no obligation discussion,
please contact office@gliding.co.uk

British Balloon & Airship Club
CAMO Airworthiness Manager and Technical Officer (PAID)
Graham Hallett will retire as the BBAC's CAMO Airworthiness Manager and Technical Officer by the
end of 2019. BBAC is therefore seeking a successor in that combined role, which is a salaried
employee position. Interested candidates can receive the full post profile and requirements by
contacting the BBAC Chairman, Paul Spellward chairman@bbac.org

BRITISH MODEL FLYING ASSOCIATION (Voluntary)
The BMFA are always happy to hear from volunteers. Below is a list of areas they are keen to benefit
from input, the list is not exhaustive but rather a guide.






Instructing – all disciplines (rota)
Instructing – trial lessons (rota)
Grounds maintenance – general site upkeep or Ornithology – wildlife habitat
Event related activities; General duties; Key Holder or Flightline supervision.
Public Relations or First aid or Weather station – IT support
Museum – archive – historical
If you would like to volunteer and become part of the BMFA Buckminster National Centre ‘story’ then
please do get in touch. manny@bmfa.org

YES (Youth Education Support) (Voluntary)
Are always looking for volunteer helpers at events and conferences
Contact: Stewart Luck

captainluck@hotmail.com

THE ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST (RAeCT) (Volunteers)
The RAeCT are looking for a Volunteer to assist with digitising historic and unique aviation postcards
and photographs in the Royal Aero Club collection. This is a part-time, unsalaried and home-based
position. Only budgeted expenses will be reimbursed. The role is suitable for a Volunteer or a person
on part-time secondment from a professional or commercial organisation (on a pro-bono basis) or a
retired person, to help digitise part of the Royal Aero Club collection.
For more information: http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/volunteer#opps
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https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NEWS
EMILY COLLETT

1983 – 2019

On the 24th August Emily Collett tragically lost her life in an accident while sharing her passion for aerobatics,
she is sadly missed by her family and friends but this remarkable woman will never be forgotten by those who
knew her.
Emily signalled her direction in life at an early age, at just nine years old she looked in wonder at an F18 fighter
jet and announced she wanted to be an engineer and pilot. Emily had discovered a fascination that would
dictate her path through life.
Throughout her teenage years Emily lived and breathed flying, her grandmother paid for her first flying lesson
at the age of 14 and shortly after that she joined the Air Training Corp and the military gliding club at RAF
Wattisham. At the age of just 17, Emily gained her PPL with the help of a scholarship from the Honourable
Company of Air Pilots.
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While her dream of becoming a pilot was well on its way to being fulfilled, her dream of being an engineer was
also developing. A keen intellect and a desire to learn won her a place at Cambridge University where she
read engineering while continuing to pursue her love of flying, running the Cambridge University gliding club
and flying the club tug.
In 2007 Emily entered her first glider aerobatic competition and to her surprise she won, a new passion had
been lit inside her. Like everything Emily set her mind on, she focused her energy on learning and practising
until she was the best she could be, and for Emily this was a never ending learning curve.
It was while gliding Emily met her soul mate, Mike Collett. They shared a love of flying and were soon planning
a future together that revolved around aviation. At their wedding in 2014 air displays from White Waltham
reflected their shared passion and their honeymoon inevitably included flying. Emily’s love of flying had, for
the first time since the age of nine, taken second place.
A move into the powered side of aerobatics in 2008 soon brought further success when Emily won the Sports
National title in a Pitts S2A in 2009. A formidable competitor, her competitive spirit drove her to further
success in the sport winning a place in the British Aerobatic Team in 2014 for the Intermediate World
Championship in South Africa and then Romania in 2015 and the Czech Republic in 2017 for the European
Advanced Championship. In 2016 Emily won the Advanced British Championship, only the second woman to
achieve this accolade.
Emily was generous with her time and advice, always happy to watch a competitor’s walk through and offer
insights to help improve their chances of success. In her role as a director of the British Aerobatic Association
she was keen to give something back to the sport she loved and set about creating ‘Get into Aerobatics’ to
encourage pilots under the age of 30 to get involved in the sport. Her energy, sense of purpose and
willingness to share her experience made the events a huge success and she enthusiastically drove the event
to ever greater success in the following years.
Throughout her flying career Emily was recognised for her talent; she won a bursary in 2009 from the British
Aerobatic Association and Air League for further training, and in 2016 she won the Flying High Scholarship
from the British Women Pilots Association, that year she was also awarded the Brabazon Cup by the British
Women Pilots Association, for outstanding achievement in aviation.
In 2017 Emily was recognised by the Women’s Sport Trust with a ‘Highly Commended’ for her work in
aerobatics, promoting the sport to women and young pilots and encouraging participation.
In 2018 Emily became the first woman pilot to join the Great War display team flying the SE5a and the
Junckers CL1, she was living her childhood dream.
It was not just aerobatics where she found success; Emily joined the civil service from university where her
talents were recognised early, putting her on a fast track to a senior position. Emily won respect for her insight
and advice in a job where she had to work with senior military leaders and, most recently, senior politicians.
She was highly respected and valued and was viewed as a candidate for future senior roles within the civil
service.
Emily gave her time freely to share her love of flying and aerobatics, she actively promoted her sport amongst
young people, and young women in particular, giving talks at flying clubs, youth clubs, and through social
media. Invited to return to her school as the guest speaker for speech day, she used her experience of flying to
inspire the youngsters to aim high.
Emily and Mike’s desire to share their passion for aerobatics led to the Collett’s decision to buy Alan Cassidy’s
aerobatic training business in 2018. Renamed Ultimate Aerobatics their objective was to not just teach, but to
coach pilots through their aerobatic career, developing champions for the future. Emily’s pride in the
successes of her students was palpable, never more so when one of her students took the Sports British
Champion title in August 2019.
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A gifted aerobatic pilot and a high flying civil servant, Emily was now proving to have the skills and ability to cocreate a business success in a niche sector. Emily and Mike made a great team, their infectious enthusiasm a
source of inspiration, building an aerobatic training school that quickly gained the respect of the industry and
attracted young pilots who were keen to learn.
Emily tragically died at the age of 35 but had achieved much in her short life. She was fun, loved the company
of friends and family, bright and ambitious, Emily was a candle that shone brightly and has left a gap in many
people’s lives. A caring and considerate person she helped many achieve their goals and will be remembered
for her hard work to help others as much as for her flying achievements.
Loved and respected by all who knew her, Emily will be sadly missed.
Our thoughts are with her family and friends who have lost a wonderful daughter, wife, sister and friend.

WINNER OF THE CHANCE TO BE A JET FIGHTER PILOT FOR A DAY!

The winner of the British Aerobatics third prize draw held on 2 nd August; a flight in the iconic L-39
Albatros military jet, a high speed light ground attack aircraft and military jet trainer, was Martin
Payne. We look forward to hearing about your trip of a lifetime in a future RAeC Newsletter.

Sports & Intermediate British National Championships, 2019
Thursday 1st August: Under a menacing sky competitors were arrived for the first comp day, some
had taken the sensible decision to arrive early with a view to getting some tarmac training at the comp
site.
The usual agenda ensued with an initial contest brief starting at 10:00 sharp. A thorough explanation
of the safety and operational procedures that would be in place throughout, along with an overview of
local procedures was given.
The first Sports category pilot launched under a dark and moody sky but with a suitable cloud base at
12:40. Aside from a couple of minor delays during the afternoon for rain showers passing through we
managed to press on. As 17:00 approached, and with the weather still looking good, it was agreed
with the airfield team that flying could continue and finish the first programme for all pilots
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Friday 2nd: A completed set of sequences from the Thursday allowed the running order to be
randomised moving the pressure of the first slot to a new pilot. Once again and as predicted, weather
delayed the start of the flying but once the clouds had been allowed to clear the competition
proceeded with the first unknown sequence.

The Sports pilots made good progress. Despite claiming it looked like a simple sequence there
seemed to be a high number of hard zero’s and some interesting flying that could only be described
as an attempt to practise the freestyle apprentice sequence. However, it was all done safely with the
last Intermediate pilot managing to get back on the ground just after 18:00.
Saturday 3rd: A foggy start but the weather started to break and the randomised flying order allowed
pilot number one into the box at 11:30. However, there were still too many clouds in the performance
zone to make a start and he came back to the apron. Pilot number 2 was ready and raring to go and
after a short delay set off to make a suitable assessment and before 12:00 competition started again.
The last competition day is a balancing act to ensure as many flights as possible are completed while
still leaving time for the presentation and departing pilots to get back home.

BAeA 2019 Sports National Champion:
1 : Harry Collison
2nd: Christophe Simon 3rd: Edouard Boisseau
st

2019 BAeA Intermediate National Champion
1 : Maciej Kulaszewski
2nd: David Slater
3rd: Adrian Willis
st

BRITISH GLIDER AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIPS, 2019
This year’s Glider Nationals were held a Lasham for the first time. Lasham gave us sole use of the
south east sector of the airfield and all other club flights were kept north of the runway. This was a big
ask of the cross country pilots who make up the majority at the club.
As for the event itself, there was a relatively low turn-out of nine competitors but this disappointment
was offset by the fact that seven of the pilots were competing at the top levels.
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For the first time in many years we had a full complement of home grown pilots at Unlimited, which
bodes well for our future involvement in World Championships. We also now have enough pilots to
field a serious team at Advanced.
Intermediate Championships: 1st: Bruce Cooper
Advanced Championships: 1st: David Gethin 2nd: Daniel Weston
Bartus
Unlimited Championships:
1st: Will Jones
2nd: Eric Lentz-Gauthier
Sports Championships:
1st: Paul Jennings

3rd:

Szymon

3rd: Carl Cox

WORLD AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIPS 2019
30th WAC, Châteauroux-Déols, France, 22 to 31 August 2019
British Aerobatics Team GBR was on the podium at the WAC2019.

Melanie Astles individual silver medal in P2

Congratulations to Melanie Astles on an individual silver medal in P2. Melanie narrowly missed out on
an overall medal only because of a technical issue in P3.
Chris Brook (26th) flew a brilliant set of clean sequences for an overall score of 70.4% and Phil
Burgess (53rd) and Nick Onn (49th) both demonstrated the resilience required to compete at the
highest level. Team manager was Chris Sills
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Chris Brook and Chris Stills

Sequences for 2020
5 sequences have been submitted for power to the Known Figures Assessment Working Group
(KAWG) and for gliders to the Glider Aerobatic Committee (GAC).
The KAWG Report on all of the power figure sets is available at
https://civa-news.com/page/free-known-figure-submissions-for-2020
BAeA CIVA delegate Phil Massetti, assisted this year by Chris Sills, will have the job of voting on
British Aerobatics behalf for the preferred set in each category ... your advice to them will I'm sure
be much appreciated.
The CIVA plenary this year is a British affair at the Duxford Imperial War Museum over the November
8-10 weekend, so there is no time to waste in making your view known - send them to
phil@oldbeech.com
You can see the final results at https://civa-news.com/event/civa-2019-plenary-conference
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the safety,
enjoyment and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air ballooning, gas ballooning
and airships.
The BBAC Members’ website at https://members.bbac.org includes links to the technical office
libraries; sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership database; inspector
information; instructor and examiner information; members’ forum; personal direct debit and
membership details etc.

NEWS
NEW GENERAL AVIATION ADVOCATE
Congratulations to Phil Dunnington on being appointed the new Department of Transport GA
advocate. During a speech at Cranfield University on 19 th September, in support of the development
of electric powered aircraft, the Secretary of State for Transport, the Rt Hon Grant Shapps MP,
announced the appointment of Phil Dunnington as the Government’s GA Advocate, with responsibility
for representing GA and raising its profile.

The Secretary of State noted that GA is a sector that sparks imaginations, provides opportunity and
incubates the aviation workforce of tomorrow. In further comments describing how GA has a big role
in helping to solve the challenges facing aviation in the round, he went on to underline the importance
of protecting airfields.
Phil, who has flown light aircraft and balloons for many years, has a broad understanding of GA
issues including through long term involvement within the GA Alliance as well as through national and
international representation of recreational aviation.
We wish him well in his new role!
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FIRE SAFETY EQUIPMENT
The size of fire extinguisher is dependent on the manufacturer not any EASA/UK regulatory
requirement. However, the size of the fire blanket is dictated by EASE regulations. For balloons with
baskets a 1 x 2kg blanket or 2 x 1kg blankets and 1.8mx1.5m respectively are required.
BWPA (British Women Pilots Association) AWARD
Linda Crossland-Clarke is the recipient of a BWPA £500 Flying High award to further her airship flying
lessons. The award, for licensed pilots, enables training for further qualifications, to take part in
significant competitions or other training to extend their personal flying aims.
AEROSTATIONARY MAP PRINTING SERVICES
Lindsay Muir and Graham Hallet have found that it is no longer viable to print and supply “overprinted”
1:500,000 aviation charts due to the increased use of electronic digital mapping services; licensing
costs incurred for using Ordnance Survey data to print whole maps rather than overprinting standard
maps.
Without heavy subsidies the BBAC have also found it will be not cost effective even to produce these
charts on a not for profit basis, between £40-50 per map.
CAA aviation regulations also now allow for pilots to use digital mapping services and no need to
carry a paper chart. Though always useful to have the old fashioned paper map, for when GPS is lost
or the tablet/watch etc malfunctions.
I know from a past experience, when all 3 digital mapping devices decided to crash at the same time,
well it was extremely hot in the PA 28 cockpit, how useful it was to be able to grab the paper chart
from the pocket behind my seat. Had a very helpful controller at Southampton, who having just asked
for my current position and not getting a swift response, asked was anything the matter. On finding
out that all devices had ceased to work just said “was a heading of 164 degrees helpful for my
intended destination”.

BBAC VACANCY
CAMO Airworthiness Manager and Technical Officer (PAID)
Graham Hallett will retire as the BBAC's CAMO Airworthiness Manager and Technical Officer by the
end of 2019. BBAC is therefore seeking a successor in that combined role, which is a salaried
employee position. Interested candidates can receive the full post profile and requirements by
contacting the BBAC Chairman, Paul Spellward chairman@bbac.org

PROJECT ZERO
During the First World War, from 1917 to 1918 the coasts of the British Isles were protected by the
Royal Naval Air Service 'blimp' airships that flew to defend shipping convoys from the German U-boat
threat. Two airship stations were established in Wales and both bases deployed the Submarine Scout
Zero dirigible in this forgotten war on the home front.
Project Zero aims to research the role and development of airships in Wales during the centenary
years and to share the stories and information as a touring exhibit thereafter. Their pop-up museum
will include a reconstruction of a Zero Class control car which will be accompanied by a 'living history
crew' who will engage with visitors and work with young people to bring the experience of the airship
service to life using 3d digital images, computer models and videos.
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For more information on Project Zero go to
https://projectzerohistorymatters.blogspot.com/p/welcome-to-project.html

FAI Hall of Fame
Norman Pritchard 1929-2004

From the first British National Championship at Castle Howard to the setting up of the British Balloon
Museum and Library, the early days of the Icicle Balloon Meet and the Albuquerque Balloon Fiesta,
Norman was there. In 1979 the British Balloon Museum and Library came into being. Norman, an
ardent archivist was in at the start. He served nearly 20 years as the Secretary before becoming Vice
Chairman in 1998.
He was an integral part of the group who formed the Rocinante Balloon Group, with their first balloon
a Thunder with a flexi-rigid burner frame, Velcro rips requiring a “Cremation Charlie” during inflation.
He authored a number of books including the BBAC (British Balloon and Airship Club) Competition
Handbook in 1994. He travelled internationally serving as a competition official in more than 16 events
and was the observer for the Lindstrand, Branson, Fossett around the world attempt.
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Accepting the posthumous honour for him was his son Jeremy and grandson Solomon

BEACH FLYING

Flying along a coastline is an amazing and Andrew Holly, the event organiser of Weston-SuperMare’s Weston Air Festival, extends an invitation for next year’s event.
Flying off a beach is a box to tick off, at least once. It is a bit trickier than it looks due to local and
strange effects that the terrain and tide there can have on beach winds. The tide controls the winds up
to approximately 1000ft and necessitates adding around 3kts to the forecasted wind.
2019 saw sixteen balloons taking off from Weston beach and drifting gently inland with fifteen landing
at a nearby disused airfield and the sixteenth boxing around and landing back on the beach.
Balloons on the Beach will once again be returning as an official part of the Weston Air Festival in
2020 on 27th and 28th June. See www.BalloonsOnTheBeach.co.uk for more information.

OBSERVERS FOR BALLOONING COMPETITIONS
In the UK each pilot has to provide an observer for every competition. Many pilots have their own
regular observer, but some use ‘freelance’ observers who are allocated to their pilot at the pre-flight
briefing. The Observer’s job is to monitor the flight, record and measure where the markers land and
report back to the Director via De-briefers by completing a largely self–explanatory form.
For further information and details on how to get involved contact: information@bbac.org
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk
The British Gliding Association is the governing body for the sport of gliding in the UK, representing
and providing services to some 8500 UK glider pilots and 80+ clubs that are spread throughout the
UK from the north of Scotland to the SW tip of England. Clubs range from small, member-run clubs to
some of the largest gliding clubs in the world.
Developing and promoting gliding the BGA provides advice and assistance to clubs on a wide range
of topics, including finance, regulation, operations and marketing as well as being responsible for
managing training standards, UK gliding competitions and for the British Gliding Team.

NEWS
BRITISH GLIDING ASSOCIATION’S SPORTING CONFERENCE AND AGM

Saturday 29th February 2020
The 90th anniversary celebrations will be taking place at The Belfry Hotel, Mellors Way, Off
Woodhouse Way, Nottingham, NG8 6PY. Accommodation is booked direct with the hotel 0115 973
9393.
Tickets for the evening dinner and awards ceremony via www.https://members.gliding.co.uk/eventcategory/conferences

2020 TEAM GB SELECTIONS
The newly-formed British Womens Gliding Team are planning to soar to success after being selected
to represent Team GB in the 10th FAI Women’s World Gliding Championships (WWGC) in Australia at
the Lake Keepit Soaring Club from 4th January 2020 to 17th January 2020. All four pilots were
chosen by a selection committee using criteria based on UK competition results and success in
coaching programmes held throughout the year.
Ayala Truelove, Melissa Andersson, Liz Sparrow and Claudia Hill are now honing their flying
skills ahead of the competition.
Liz Sparrow, 57, from Romsey in Hampshire has been the highest ranked woman in world gliding
and is the most experienced member of the team having competed in seven international
championships. Liz said: “It’s great to be a part of the team and a real privilege to be representing my
country. Whilst we’re all going into this competition to win medals for the UK, we’ll also be
encouraging more women of all ages to discover gliding to raise the profile of the sport and redress
the gender imbalance as currently only seven per cent of glider pilots are female. We need to change
this!”
Claudia Hill, 46, from Didcot, Oxfordshire, is currently the UK’s highest ranked female glider pilot and
has achieved a top ten finish in the last two consecutive World Championships.
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Ayala Truelove, 53, from Tadley in Hampshire, first tasted international competition in 2009 during
the Women’s World Gliding Championships in Szeged – finishing an impressive fourth in her first
outing.
Melissa Andersson, 44, a member of London Gliding Club, has captained the women’s gliding team
at competitions in Sweden, France and the Czech Republic.
The international competition to find a women’s world gliding champion will be held over 14 days and
includes a practice week for the pilots to familiarise themselves with the local gliding conditions and
terrain.
Graham Garnett, British Gliding Team Manager, said: “We have a very strong team going into this
competition with each pilot being at the top of their game in the sport.”
Justin Craig, British Gliding Team Captain, added: “The overall winner and new world champion will
be the pilot with the most points scored during the competition period. Points are awarded daily to the
fastest pilots around each day’s given cross country task, typically between 150 kilometres to 500
kilometres long, taking approximately 3-6 hours to complete and at top speeds of around150 kph.”

(L-R Claudia Hill, Ayala Truelove, Liz Sparrow & Melissa Jenkins
(photo by Alison Randle)

Open, 18m and 20m classes at Stendal-Borstel Germany, 19th -31st July 2020:
Open class – Pete Harvey and Tim Jenkinson
18m class – Andy Davis and Russell Cheetham
20m two-seat class – Steve Jones and Garry Coppin
Standard Class, Club Class and 15m Class at Chalons-Ecury, France, 8th – 22 August 2020
Standard Class – Jez Hood and Leigh Wells
15m Class – Matt Cook and Gary Stingemore
Club Class – Tom Arscott, Jake Brattle and G Dale
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Steve Jones (left) and Garry Coppin with Silver medals from this year’s Europeans in Poland (20m Class)

Tom Arscott (left - Gold) and G Dale (Silver) with medals from this year’s Europeans in Slovakia (Club Class)

INTER-CLUB LEAGUE FINAL RESULT 2019
The finals were hosted by Cambridge Gliding Centre at Gransden Lodge and there were various
twists and turns in getting to the final results including one non-qualified pilot and one scoring error.
The organisers checked all the flights for the ICL held over 12 days ago at GRL.
Initially HUS won, then after double checking NYM won. However on a third and FINAL check (with
the scoring error) and according to the 2019 Rules, the winners are Eastern and NYM with equal
points. However the Rules state that in the case of a draw the winner is the team with the most
number of first places in the Novice and Intermediate classes.
So the Inter-Club 2019 League Winners are Eastern/Tibenham Gliding Club. Well done!
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BALMORAL AND BIRKHALL AIRSPACE RESTRICTION EXEMPTIONS
Following engagement between BGA clubs in Scotland and Police Scotland, exemptions for gliding
have been agreed re Balmoral and Birkhall restricted airspace.
You can download the exemption at https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/loas/balmoral-andbirkhall-airspace-restriction-exemptions/

GLIDER TOWING WITH UK NATIONAL PERMIT TO FLY AIRCRAFT
The CAA has re-issued its exemption authorising glider towing with UK National Permit to Fly
aircraft. The exemption can be viewed here http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/1322.pdf

UK MOUNTAIN SOARING CHAMPIONSHIP 2019
The UK Mountain Soaring Championships were held at Aboyne (1– 7 September 2019).

Congratulations to Bob Bromwich becoming 2019 Mountain Soaring Champion and to Dave
Latimer (2nd) and Naylor & Tait (3rd) competing in a field of 23 pilots.

BRITISH GLIDER AEROBATIC CHAMPIONSHIPS, 2019
This year’s Glider Nationals were held a Lasham for the first time. It seemed a natural choice
given the magnificent facilities and growing level of aerobatic activity there.
Sadly there was a relatively low turnout of nine competitors but this disappointment was offset by
the fact that seven of the pilots were competing at the top levels. For the first time in many years
there was a full complement of home grown pilots at Unlimited, which bodes well for future
involvement in World Championships and also there now enough pilots to field a serious team at
Advanced.
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Looks like a lot of fun was had at the after contest party!
Congratulations to Will Jones, now the 2019 Unlimited National Champion, who won this class
flying Unlimited for only the second time and to Eric Lentz-Gauthier (2nd) and Carl Cox (3rd).
Congratulations too to Dave Gethin, now the 2019 Advanced National Champion and
commiserations to both Dan Weston (2 nd) and Szymon Bartus (3rd) who both flew very well but
made small directional mistakes which cost them dear.
Bruce Cooper is 2019 Intermediate National Champion after his uncontested flight and to Paul
Jennings 2019 Sports National Champion who too had an uncontested flight.

BGA VACANCIES
The BGA has a number of paid and voluntary positions available.
See RAeC Member Vacancies in this Newsletter for more information and how to apply.

SELF DECLARED MAINTENANCE PROGRAMME
Following a change in EASA regulation that aims to give owners greater flexibility with how they
maintain their aircraft, the owner 'Self Declared Maintenance Programme' (SDMP) replaces the
previous 'Generic Maintenance Programme' (GMP) for sailplanes (which includes powered
sailplanes, which include TMGs).
The SDMP requirements permit owners to develop and tailor a maintenance programme for their
particular aircraft. It is important to note that owners are legally responsible for the maintenance
management of their aircraft. The self-declared maintenance programme is a key part of that
responsibility. Owners can speak to their friendly licenced engineer for advice on the content of
their SDMP.

AIRWORTHINESS REVIEW CERTIFICATE (ARC)
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/airworthiness/amp-2-11
The detail that allows the issue of an ARC certificate is recorded on the BGA 276 form.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/airworthiness/form-267
NB: the copy of the ARC and the Form 276 and payment must be with the BGA CAMO within 5
days of ARC issue date.
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GLIDER RACING
Competitive glider racing is a world away from most people’s idea of glider pilots making their way
leisurely around the sky. At the top level, the world’s best pilots race around courses of similar
length to and at similar speeds to Formula 1 motor racing Grand Prix events.
To the racing glider pilot (or, indeed, to any pilot flying cross-country), height is the equivalent of
fuel in the tank. In their state-of-the-art sailplanes, these pilots are constantly reading the sky,
trying to establish the best course to take and working out where the strongest climbs will be,
enabling them to climb fastest before setting off at high speed to the next likely source of lift. The
glider pilot is often looking two or three climbs ahead, whilst watching what their opponents are
doing, learning from their team mates’ radio calls, and flying their glider in the most efficient way
possible.
For more information contact the BGA, 8 Merus Court, Meridian Business Park, Leicester, LE19
1RJ
Telephone: +44 (0) 116 289 2956 or Email: office@gliding.co.uk
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk
From its head office in Leicester the British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association (BHPA)
supports a country-wide network of recreational clubs and registered schools, and provides the
infrastructure within which hang gliding and paragliding in the United Kingdom (UK) thrive.

NEWS
WORLD HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
After nine tough tasks over Italy's Friuli-Venezia-Giulia area in July, the British team emerged from
the 22nd FAI World Championships in sixth place behind Italy, Brazil, Germany, Austria and Japan.
Overall World Champion, for the second time, is Italy's Alex Ploner, who beat 2015 Champion and
team-mate Christian Ciech into second place ahead of Slovenian Primoz Gricar, now flying for
Germany.
Top Brit was European silver medallist Grant Crossingham in 8th place, ahead of Gordon Rigg (16),
Gary Wirdnam (29), Dave Matthews (34), Andrew Hollidge (43), Darren Brown (49) and Malcolm
Brown (50).

BRITISH NATIONALS
This year the British Nationals were held at Ager in Spain, a beautiful spot with a record of reliable
weather. A total of 42 pilots – 32 in Class 1, five in Class 5 and five in the Sport class entered the
seven-day competition. The competition was a great success; Grant Crossingham won the
competition for the sixth time and the third in a row.
Congratulations Grant!

(L-R): Gordon Rigg (3), Grant Crossingham (1) and Dave Matthews (2)
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Class 1
1 Grant Crossingham
2 Dave Matthews
3 Gordon Rigg
Class 5

GB
GB
GB

Moyes Litespeed RX3.5
Moyes Litespeed RX 3.5
Moyes RX3.5 ProEdge

1 Mike Armstrong
2 Paul Harvey
3 Tim King
Sport class

GB
GB
GB

Atos VQ11
Atos VQ RACE
Atos VR

1 Angus Pinkerton
GB
Wills Wing U2
2 Frank Seide
Germany Seedwings Skyrunner
3 Guy Griner
Spain Wills Wing Sport 3

WORLD PARAGLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
In August Kruševo in Macedonia saw 150 pilots from 48 nations battle it out over 12 days –
collectively flying over 130,000km – for the coveted title of FAI Paragliding World Champion. Kruševo
has established itself as one of the best free-flight competition arenas in the world; this was the first
time it had hosted the Worlds and it certainly delivered.
Team GB comprised the immensely talented Russ Ogden, 1st in the paragliding world ranking; Theo
Warden, 2018 European Champion; Guy Anderson ranked 14th in the WPRS; Idris Birch, young and
already with a great PWC pedigree; and Kirsty Cameron, our female teammate with over 15 years of
world-class racing to her credit. These are the best of a very high standard of British pilots, thanks
mainly to the dedication of the BPRA and the competitions panel – their coaching and hard work in
team training and competition support is now starting to pay off.

(L-R): Guy Anderson, Kirsty Cameron, team leader Jocky Sanderson, Idris Birch,
Theo Warden and Russ Ogden

By Task 10 1st and 2nd team places were only a distant possibility, but Team GB still had a chance
at 3rd. We had a good plan and the team flew and communicated together well, but it was just not
enough against a strengthening Japanese team who secured a deserved 3rd place.
GB finished 8th overall with 18,629 points. Japan had 18,703 – just 74 points away from third place.
Italy and France were the first-ever joint winners, highlighting how close everything was throughout
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the competition. If one scoring team member didn't make goal you were out, which is what happened
to Germany and many others who finished behind us.
The team did our country proud at a time when we need a strong identity. Russ finished in 6th place
after a titanic effort, always the top team scorer, without making any mistakes. Guy finished 32nd the
reliable one who made it in on every task when pilots made goal. Theo and Idris were perfect in their
role, coming out of the sun when required to take risks and fly fast, or escort the front runners into
goal. Kirsty flew with great serenity and finished as 10th woman pilot.
Together we learnt a great deal; we will implement these lessons at the Europeans in 2020, where we
aim for a podium finish.
1 Joachim Oberhauser Italy
Enzo 3
2 Gleb Sukhotskiy
Russia
Enzo 3
3 Honorin Hamard
France
Enzo 3
14 (1)
Méryl Delferrèire
France
Enzo 3
26 (2)
Yael Margelisch
Switzerland Enzo 3
65 (3)
Kari Ellis
Australia
Enzo 3

BRITISH PARAMOTOR OPEN
The 2019 British Open Paramotor Championships took place over the August Bank Holiday
weekend, just outside of Nantwich in Cheshire. A total of 12 pilots entered, 11 in the main competition
and one in the Discovery class; four of these were completely new to UK competitions. We were
delighted to welcome new international guests Benedikt Bös and Lars Mielke from Germany, and
Jack Yu from the USA joined us for the second year in a row.

British National Paramotor Champion Danny Kettle

For each day of the competition pilots would be given a window open and close time and a maximum
airtime they could fly within this. They had the option to spread this allowance over several shorter
flights to allow for rest and planning periods, or use it for longer XC flights, depending on their
strategy and their reading of the weather.
Navigation tasks fell into three categories: Snake Navigation, Declared Speed Navigation and
Constant Speed Navigation, using the 110 marked turnpoints. Other tasks included Spot Landing and
Bowling Landing.
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British Open Paramotor Championships
1 Benedikt Bös Germany
2 Jack Yu
USA
3 Danny Kettle GB

Fly Rider Moster 185 BGD Luna 2
Air Conception 130 Ozone Sirocco
PAP Polini 250
Niviuk Qubik/Kougar 2

British National Paramotor Championships
1 Danny Kettle GB
2 Mike Page
GB
3 Paul Martin
GB

PAP Polini 250
Miniplane Top 80
Macfly 250

Niviuk Qubik/Kougar 2
Ozone Spyder
Niviuk Kougar 2

BRITISH CLASSIC ACCURACY NATIONALS
The 48th Classic Accuracy National Championships and UK Grand Prix took place over the August
bank holiday weekend at South Cerney in Gloucestershire. Hot sunny weather allowed nearly nonstop flying on all three days and nine rounds were completed. For the record there were three French
and four Dutch pilots, three youths, four veterans, 11 paraglider pilots and two novices competing.
In the sixth round Bruno Lautard scored 2cm to take back the lead; he was able to retain it to the
ninth round to take the win and also claim the best veteran award (over 60). Thierry Vasseur took
second place and Dave Crowhurst scored two DCs in rounds 7 and 8 to help him hold on to third and
claim the national title for a third time. Antonio Nogueira and William Lawrence also recorded DCs in
rounds 6 and 7 respectively, with William going on to claim third-placed Brit, best paraglider pilot, best
youth (25 and under) and most improved pilot. Green Dragons let the team results.

National Champion team Green Dragons (L-R): Jamie Robe, Andy Shaw and Dave Crowhurst

1 Bruno Lautard

France

Parafoil Gold 244

0.22m

2 Thierry Vasseur

France

Eiff Classic 259

0.28m

3 Dave Crowhurst

GB

PD Zero 295

0.33m
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WORLD PARAGLIDING ACCURACY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Andy Shaw, Andy Webster, Dave Mercer, William Lawrence and Charlie Grantham were
selected for the UK Team to compete in the 10th Paragliding Accuracy World Championships in
Serbia in September. Toni Preston also attended as assistant team manager. The selection process
was based on results from FAI Category 2 and training camp competitions.
After tough competition among 131 pilots from 28 countries, over eight days and nine completed
rounds, the champion nations were Indonesia (1) China (2) and Colombia (3).
Top Brit was Andy Shaw in 44th place, ahead of Andy Webster (53) and William Lawrence (65).
Serbia led the team rankings after first two rounds, but Indonesia took the lead after the third round
and never let it go. Despite the strong pedigree of the individual British team members they finished
way down the results in 16th place.
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots and
enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and aims to
further the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a minimum for its members and to
represent them in national and international matters relating to microlight sport aviation.

NEWS
The BMAA AWARDS
Each year the BMAA recognises special achievements and contributions to microlighting made by
BMAA members by presenting them with a BMAA award. Many of the awards are decided upon by
the BMAA Council members but of course they don’t know who all the deserving members are and so
they ask for nominations to be put forward by the BMAA members.
There are a variety of awards; full details are available on the BMAA web site. Each award has its
own niche requirement. For example the Keith Negal Trophy is awarded “For getting things done”;
The Steve Hunt Memorial Trophy is awarded for “Outstanding Microlight Achievement”. There is also
a specific award for ladies, the Patricia Anne Trophy, awarded to any lady member who has
“distinguished herself in either flying or working for microlighting”.
Throughout the BMAA membership there will be many deserving winners. Please take a little time to
look around you and consider if you know one of those people. They may even be looking back at you
thinking the same. If you do consider that you know or have heard of someone who deserves
recognition please take the time to put their name forward for consideration.
It’s not difficult to nominate your choice. Simply log into the BMAA web site, go to the members’ area
and follow the link to the BMAA Awards page.
Read the details of the awards available and complete the short nomination form. The BMAA will do
the rest and maybe your nominee will be successful. Nominations close on the 31st December

MICROLIGHT NOISE CERTIFICATE EXEMPTION
The CAA, in cooperation with the Department for Transport, has today issued an exemption to
remove the need for microlight aircraft to hold a noise certificate. This is in advance of a Government
consultation on the issue.
You can see the exemption at: ORS4 No.1313 - Noise Certificate for Single Seat Microlight
Aeroplanes here
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?catid=1&pagetype=65&appid=11&mode=detail&i
d=9230
The STEM High Fliers (SHF) volunteers and students from Aston University Engineering Academy
(AUEA) had a visit from Geoff Weighell, CEO of the British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA), on
the 9th October. Geoff came to review progress on the BMAAs “New Horizons” Build a Plane project.
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The students at AUEA are building a Skyranger aircraft with the help of volunteers from the charity
STEM High Fliers. The charity has been set up to enable volunteers from the Birmingham,
Wolverhampton and Cosford branch of the RAeS to continue their work with schools and youth
organisations who are participating build a plane projects.

The volunteers previously worked on the now successfully completed RAeS Schools Build a Plane
challenge.
https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/new-horizons https://www.facebook.com/STEM-High-Fliers190209721873480

FRTOL and NPPL MICROLIGHT CLASS RATING
The image used on the NPPL is the BMAA logo and has been used by the BMAA since 1980, and
also used as the header for the first issue of Flightline, January – February 1980. The image is not
specific to any control type, but a generalised representation of an aircraft demonstrating the
inclusiveness of the BMAA fleet.
The Class Rating in the NPPL is for microlights. It is not specific to control type, although differences
training is required for any pilot whose experience is only on one control type if they wish to fly an
aircraft with a different control type.
When the BMAA was authorised to issue NPPLs on behalf of the CAA, it retained the privilege to
issue the FRTOL.
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In August BMAA Chief Executive Geoff Weighell asked the CAA to look into how the MBAA may be
authorised to issue the FRTOL at the same time as the NPPL. So far the CAA has not responded to
his request.
The recent apparent change to procedures at the CAA, in holding back issuing FRTOLs, was
unknown until a student of AirBourne, based at Popham Airfield in Hampshire made the BMAA aware
of the matter. The BMAA have written to the CAA asking for clarification and to determine a way
forward. In the response from the CAA to the student, the CAA said it is also unable to issue a FRTOL
for applicants who are adding a microlight class rating to an existing UK licence.
There has been no change in BMAA procedures that could have affected those applications, so it
seems that the CAA has another reason for that change.

BMAA SOCIAL MEDIA FACEBOOK GROUP
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BMAA1 is for current BMAA members to share thoughts and ideas
with each other and the BMAA office staff. Members can also ask questions or ask for advice.

2019 BMAA AWARD NOMINATIONS
BMAA Award nominations are now open for 2019. All BMAA members who wish to nominate
someone for an award should visit the BMAA website http://www.bmaa.org and the members area for
the nomination form.
Closing date is 31st December 2019

The BMAA have issued 72 NPPL Licences since end of July 2019

BMAA VACANCIES
There are paid and voluntary positions available in the BMAA.
See the RAeC Member Vacancies section in this Newsletter for more information and how to
apply.

YOUNG PERSON'S MICROLIGHT FLYING BURSARY
The BMAA fund each year selected candidates aged between 15 and 20 (on the date of the award)
for a flight training bursary.
In order to qualify these candidates must show some history of an interest in microlighting and will be
selected by an appointed panel. There will be some additional flying and ground based assessments
to ensure the BMAA get exactly the right people.
If you would like to be considered please complete and submit the form found at
https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/bursary-application-form
Application for 2020 will likely close 31 March 2020.

“MEET THE BMAA”
The BMAA developed a programme of ‘Meet the BMAA’ dates around the country.
Thank you to everyone who visited them on their stand/new trailer and one of the many events the
BMAA attended this year such as LAA Rally, BMAA Freedom Rally and the Country File Live events
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“MEET THE PILOTS” JIM AND SUE OLIVER AT NATIONAL MUSEUM OF FLIGHT
In a corner of East Lothian, moves are afoot to engender enthusiasm for aviation among the younger
generation. Jim and Sue Oliver are local microlight pilots at East of Scotland Microlights.
Jim and Sue Oliver are local microlight pilots at East of Scotland Microlights. Jim flys a C42 and Sue a
flexwing, both learnt to fly as a retirement project and both are volunteer aircraft guides at the National
Museum of Flight at East Fortune (part of National Museums Scotland). They have done a “Meet the
Pilots” slot at public events there in recent years, providing glimpses of the more affordable end of the
aviation spectrum to visiting families.

Encouraging potential pilots: Sue Oliver in red flying suit
(National Museum of Flight Science Festival 2019) (Photo:Ruth Armstrong Photography)

Sue is a former Air Cadet officer who was involved in the first UK Youth Build-a-Plane project
instigated by former 747 pilot and LAA YES member, Stewart Luck, and is currently a Civilian
Committee member at 132 (North Berwick) Sqn.
Jim put his knowledge of engines to good use at the Museum during the last academic year, as part
of a team of volunteers enabling students from a local secondary school to build a Piper Cub engine.

Engineering project National Museum of Flight 2019 (Jim Oliver 2nd left). (photo:National Museum of Flight)
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Thanks to Gordon Douglas, Proprietor/CFI at East of Scotland Microlights, a link has been
established between the squadron and the microlight club, enabling the cadets to fly as civilians with
parental permission, with some of the best pilots in the club. One cadet is now taking lessons as a
result of this experience.

Cdt. Lewis Ferrier (14) from North Berwick enjoys flying in Jim’s C42

Hopefully these schemes can contribute in some small way to enabling our young people to tackle the
problems of making aviation safer, more environmentally sound and cost effective in the future.
Sue and Jim also enjoy learning from aviation enthusiasts and professionals who visit the National
Museum of Flight

BMAA MICROLIGHT OPEN SERIES
Launched for the first time in 2019 the BMAA Microlight Open Series was designed to offer a fun
flying weekend to all pilots of all aircraft types and experience level.
Instigated and chaired by Tim Burrow, BMAA Vice Chair & Council Member for Competitions, a small
working group of current competition pilots came together to look at the challenges our home national
competition league faced with its ever diminishing numbers.
What became apparent very quickly was the feedback from some to say how off putting it was for
pilots dipping their toe into the competition experience and being over faced by the weekend schedule
of tasks, all derived from the FAI International task catalogue and scoring standards to match.

The idea of breaking away from that past model and creating something completely new was a breath
of fresh air. So strong was the feeling that even the word competition was to be removed from the
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name, hence Open Series, as well as from all task descriptions and scoring methodology and a new
emphasis on fun being injected into the mix as a replacement.
The core principle behind the series is that anyone and everyone can be involved if they wished, yes
for safety reasons there is still a minimum number of hours as P1 and on type required in order to
command an aircraft in one of the many events throughout the year but ground support, social
inclusion, navigator roles are all still available and gets people involved in what is designed and
intended as a fun flying weekend.

The organisers discovered very quickly that human nature tends to give most people a desire to know
how they faired against their peers but the scoring system of the open series is intended to try and
recognise personal achievements and highlight where a pilot has really raised their skill level in any of
the individual task elements whether that’s improved navigation skills or simply better airspeed control
during spot landings enabling pilots to not just land in a given space but come to a safe halt in it also.
Score tables are published at every event so participants can see how they did but the celebrations
are based around the fun things that took place rather than outright 1st 2nd and 3rd places.

2019 was the first full season of the new BMAA Open Series and it is probably safe to say everyone
involved learnt a great deal from it, the organisers and working group certainly did and as a result
already have a series of review meetings set up throughout the winter season to refine and improve
the format. The huge number of new entrants to the series of which at least half had never attended
an event such as the Open Series or even the old style competition league before, all gave fantastic
feedback, stories of how participants perceived their skills to be much improved as a direct result of
attending but maybe best of all, so many going away with a desire to do it all again and attend
another weekend.
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When asked if the new Open Series could be a set-back to any future British Team at international
competition level Owain Johns said “I think it may actually be just the opposite and the icing on the
cake for the Open Series”.

These events still serve as an introduction for pilots to increase their skills to a level required to
compete on an international stage if they so desire. Whilst the core task setting at every Open Series
event is designed to be fun, inclusive and not over bearing or demanding, as pilots find their feet and
wish to take on greater challenges, there is always scope to individually include additional elements
increasing task complexity but now this only applies to those that come along and specifically ask for
something extra. This is believed to be the key to still feeding the right participants into the British
Team of the future.
For more information about how to attend https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/microlight-openseries

2019 BMAA RAFFLE RESULTS
The draw for the BMAA 2019 Raffle was made at 1300hrs on September 2nd by Brenda Haller who
runs "Dickinson Real Deal" in Deddington on behalf of the BMAA.
The lucky winners are: Sean Gregory from York; Chris Drake from Nantwich and Simon Brayshaw
from Ilkley
Our congratulations.

QUIZAERO 5 DAY MICROLIGHT THEORY COURSE
BMAA members get 15% discount on course price. As it’s residential accommodation is needed.
https://www.quizaero.co.uk/ground-school-reservation or email contact@quizaero.co.uk

AVIATION FIRST AID COURSES
The BMAA’s aviation first aid course is fully certified as a FAA (First Aid Award) Level 3 training
course and is valid for three years and you will learn about the following topics, including participating
in practical elements: For more information: https://www.bmaacourses.co.uk/aviation-first-aid
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NEW NPPL SYLLABUS
The new NPPL syllabus is now up and running and available to buy on the BMAA website.

BMAA MEMBER SATISFACTION SURVEY 2019
The BMAA conducts surveys throughout the year to find out how well or otherwise we are doing in the
eyes of the members. This year we are also conducting a Satisfaction Survey of all members to hear
what you have to say. Please do help them by completing the survey and submitting it for analysis.
There are 10 sections, but it shouldn't take you very long to complete.
They will randomly select three responding members to receive a free membership renewal as a
thanks for taking part so well worth your time to complete the survey.
https://www.bmaa.org/the-bmaa/2019-member-survey-

MICROLIGHT FLY-INS AND EVENTS
For details of microlight fly-ins and events https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/events
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https://bmfa.org
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal Aero Club to be
responsible for all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.
With over 850 clubs and approximately 36,000 members the whole of the UK is administered from the
Head Office. Locally there are 14 "Area" committees which meet periodically and are attended by club
delegates who can, through various channels open to the "Areas", propose changes or additions to
the running of the sport which are then voted upon at Council meetings held at the Head Office. If
passed, the changes will be incorporated in the guidelines produced by the organisation and
published in the "BMFA Handbook".

NEWS
REGISTRATION and COMPETENCY OF SUA OPERATORS
Effective from 30 November 2019 will be registration of SUA operators AND the competency of
remote pilots to be tested for operators of SUA’s that have a mass of 250 grams or more.
The full guidance can be found here
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1763%20New%20UAS%20guidance%20Feb%202019.pdf
Anyone responsible for a drone or unmanned aircraft (including model aircraft) weighing between
250g and 20kg will need to register as an operator. The cost for this will be £9 renewable
annually.
Anyone flying a drone or unmanned aircraft (including model aircraft) weighing between 250g and
20kg will need to take and pass an online education package. This is free and renewable every
three years.
REGISTER AND TAKE ONLINE EDUCATION PACKAGE from 5 November 2019 at registerdrones@caa.co.uk
However, members of ARPAS-UK, British Model Flying Association (BMFA), Scottish Aeromodellers’
Association (SAA), Large Model Association (LMA) and FPV UK will not need to register as an
operator with the CAA system if they are a current member of these associations. With permission,
the associations will collect the registration fee from members directly and supply their data to
the CAA. This will take place initially by 31 January 2020 and an exemption from the need to register
will be put in place by 30 November to cover association members until then.

ASRC ROADSHOW REPORT
The BMFA Achievement Scheme Review Committee held the last Road-show of 2019 at Alveston,
Bristol on Saturday 5th October. The event was well attended in no small part due to Dave Phipps
BMFA CEO talking about the background and providing an update on progress on the DRES
regulation discussions. David was also in text communication with the Secretary of State for Transport
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throughout the day trying to establish if any further progress on agreeing and signing off revised
proposals from the CAA had been made, given that time is running out for the November deadline for
the legislation to kick in.

There was also a preview of the new AS Guidance Video for the Fixed Wing ‘B’ test, which was well
received and is live on the BMFA You Tube channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM5Wnxt6mDG8J6fwd5Wqo9Q

THE BMFA LAUNCHES 2020
UNIVERSITY AND SCHOOLS PAYLOAD CHALLENGE
The challenge is partnered by the BMFA and the RAeS and enjoys the support of BAE SYSTEMS,
Rolls Royce and RAF Engineering.
The BMFA Payload Challenges require students to design, build and fly load-carrying model
aircraft. The competitions have evolved to stretch the abilities of participating students and there is
no doubt the development of a good aircraft requires each team to display design flair, technical
knowledge and teamwork.

Model aircraft from University of South Wales, one of the more unusual entries

Judging is by a panel of professional engineers and the competition has attracted very favourable
comment from external examiners with cash prizes awarded to winning team members and their
university/school department.
The 2020 competition is open for entries from 1st November 2019 and the competition final will take
place at the BMFA National Centre at Buckminster Near Grantham on the 6th and 7th June 2020.
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2019 winners Peterborough School team with their aircraft and Trophy

The competition has historically attracted a strong overseas entry and for 2020 we already have
interest from teams based in China, Japan and Pakistan as well as the UK.
For full information and rules brochures for the 2020 Payload Challenge visit
www.payloadchallenge.bmfa.org

FREE FLIGHT WORLD CUP EVENTS ON SALISBURY PLAIN
Army training Area 8 on Salisbury Plain is the venue each year for a pair of free-flight contests that
are part of the FAI’s World Cup series. This year in early September the weather was on its best
behaviour and the Stonehenge Cup and Equinox Cup events brought together flyers from Britain,
France, Sweden, Lithuania and Poland; it was the French who rather cleaned up on both days, with
wins in both the F1A glider and the F1B Wakefield rubber-powered classes.

Julian Pennington launches Peter Tribe’s F1A glider in the Equinox Cup
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Over the past few years there have been vast increases in F1A glider performance; several factors
have led to this. Towlines are limited to 50m but maximizing the airspeed at release can produce
glides starting at considerably higher than this. Carbon wing structures mean that the aircraft can take
around 40G at launch and using electronic, rather than clockwork, timers allows servos to adjust
tailplane and differential wing incidence during the high speed climb after release, before bunting into
the glide and again re-setting the trim. Thus the physical energy put into the launch by the flyer at the
bottom end of the towline translates directly into altitude. In addition, developments in low drag wing
airfoils, notably by Canadian aerodynamicist Brian Egglestone, have meant that airspeeds during the
climb are not limited by airfoils designed purely to give optimum glide performance. As an example,
Lithuanian competitor Henrikas Aukstakis was getting 130m from launch off a 50m towline.
The Ragot family from France had a great weekend; in Saturday’s Stonehenge Cup the fly-offs were
delayed till the calm of Sunday morning, and Emmanuel won that with a fly-off time of 6:46. 14 year
old Capucin Ragot capped it in the Equinox Cup by winning the fly-off with 7:22. Competition freeflight in France seems to attract young people more than in the UK; here there are few flyers under
50, let alone 20. Could it be anything to do with the relative regard in which engineering is seen here
compared to some other European countries? The dearth of large sites suitable for free-flight in
Britain doesn’t help either.

Winner of the rubber-powered F1B class on both days was France’s Mickael Rigault, who used a carbonsurfaced wing and tailplane

In F1B Mickael Rigault has been the man to beat for several years and nobody managed it on Area 8
this year, as he cleaned up in both contests. Both wing and tailplane of his model are fully carbonskinned, using Textreme spread-tow material to maximise torsional stiffness for minimum weight. Like
most F1B flyers, he uses an automatic variable pitch folding propeller to use the varying torque output
of the 30 gram rubber motor as efficiently as possible. A wound rubber motor does not produce a
constant torque output but one which starts high and then drops steeply before it ’plateaus’ to a more
constant level; the v.p. prop uses that first burst in coarse pitch, senses the knee of that torque curve
and then changes to a finer pitch. At the same time an on-board electronic timer changes the rudder
setting and tailplane incidence, before re-trimming the aircraft for the glide; several flights are usually
flown, each to a three minute ‘maximum’, and the timer finally trips the tailplane to a high negative
incidence to bring the aircraft down, hopefully from out of a thermal, for recovery for further rounds.
In the engine-assisted F1C class it was an all-British field; the second day, flown in very calm
conditions, required a fly-off between Alan Jack and Neil Allen. Alan was flying a carbon-winged
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‘folder’ of his own design. An engine run of only four seconds is allowed, and designing an aircraft that
excels as a fast climber before converting to a slow-flying glider is probably a unique challenge in
aviation.

Equinox Cup F1C winner Alan Jack flew this carbon-winged folder

Alan’s solution is to fold the outer panels of the polyhedralled wing under the inner ones for the
vertical climb, producing what is an almost symmetrical, low drag airfoil; after the motor cuts the wing
unfolds to become an undercambered one of over twice the wing area as the glide begins.
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Stonehenge Cup F1QA electric winners were (l. to r.) 3rd Trevor Grey, 1st Peter Watson and 2nd Chris Redrup

The new electric F1Q class attracted only British flyers, with past World F1C Champion Peter Watson
winning both on both days. The rules allow an energy budget of 3 joules per gram of model weight
and a maximum motor run of 30 seconds; this allows various approaches to the climb, fast but short
or else long but slow. Both have their adherents.
My thanks to I Nelson BEM for the following report:

Royal Air Force Model Aircraft Association
70 Years of Model Flying
We can trace aeromodelling activity within the Royal Air Force to quite some time before the
formation of the Association, in October 1949. In fact, to its very start. Throughout the formative years
of model aircraft flying in the UK, members of the RAF were at the forefront of model development,
and a close relationship evolved with the Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers (SMAE). An early
champion of model aircraft flying in the Service was C.E Bowden whose name you may recognise for
a number of reasons. Bowden was an enormous influence in the early days of aeromodelling in the
UK and is credited, amongst numerous other things, for having pioneered the development of internal
combustion engines for model aircraft. What you may be
unaware of though, is that he was also a Royal Flying
Corps pilot serving in the Army and became seconded to the
RAF when the RFC was amalgamated into the fledgling Air
Force upon its formation in 1918. He later went on to be a
longstanding instructor at RAF Cranwell where he organised
some of the earliest RAF model aircraft flying competitions.
One of Bowden’s most famous students was a young engineer
apprentice and later officer trainee with a name that may also
sound familiar; Frank Whittle, the inventor of the gas turbine
engine!
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It wasn’t just exclusively Officers who were keen aeromodellers. The building and flying of model
aircraft became a popular pastime for junior rank engineering apprentices based at RAF Halton from
the early 1920’s onwards. Some of the first UK model flying meets and competitions took place at
Halton in conjunction with the SMAE and the growing popularity of the hobby led to the formation of
the RAF’s first official model aircraft club there, the Halton Model Aircraft Society. HMAS still exists to
this day and was one of the first RAFMAA affiliated clubs to embrace multi-rotor and FPV technology.
It is appropriate that RAF Halton led RAFMAA into this new field given that it was the site of so much
of our early history.
In 1949 the SMAE offered insurance to cover model flying on
MOD property which in turn allowed RAFMAA to be officially
formed as the model flying arm of the RAF. From the outset the
primary aim of the RAF Model Aircraft Association was ‘To
stimulate the interest of Service personnel in the science and art
of flying’. Although this has since grown to encompass a
complete Charter, it is still a mantra that we hold dear to this day.
The 1950’s to 1990’s saw the heyday of model flying in the
Service. The number of personnel serving in the RAF in 1950
stood at almost 150,000 and although this number declined
steadily throughout the cold war era, it still stood at over 80,000 in 1993 meaning that there was a
huge reserve of manpower to engage in sporting activities. This in a golden era for model flying in
general, must have meant that RAFMAA events taking place at this time would have really been
something to behold! Today, serving personnel stand at around 34,000 yet the annual Championships
are still going strong!
As part of its core values, RAFMAA always embraced the newest
technology and as the sport of aeromodelling developed, the
Association moved with the times. Rubber powered free-flight
eventually gave way to internal combustion engines, control line
models were continuously being pushed to their design limits and
beyond in team race and combat competitions and eventually full
radio control became affordable and the norm.
Whilst RAFMAA is now one of the smaller Areas per capita of the
British Model Flying Association (BMFA), Area 14 still consists of
an active community of members with numerous affiliated clubs
flying from RAF bases and MOD property all over the country and
even within other countries. Our administration area extends from
north of Scotland down as far as the Falkland Islands! The
Association embraces all disciplines of model flying and regularly
produces competitors and champions at national and even world
level. This year we have had members competing in European and World competitions. We were one
of the first UK associations to embrace multi-rotor drone technology and we have a nucleus of
members who attend national British First Person View racing association (BFPVRA) drone racing
events (and possibly a few more that I’m unaware of too). In 2019 we held our first FPV Wing Racing
event, keenly aware of how popular this is becoming in the USA. I’m not sure there is any other
organisation, besides the BMFA, that is so inclusive of all aspects of the sport.
In recent years our Drone Technology Hub (DTH) has been a great hit with youngsters and ‘oldsters’
especially at STEM events and Families’ Days at various RAF Stations. We have also had great
success with the general public at model show events and full-size air displays. Full-size aircraft
technology has a great impact on the way the sport is going. In the RAFMAA our serving personnel
are exposed to these new forms of control and aircraft giving them an edge to be innovative in the
production of their own models.
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To maintain our flying and safety standards we fully embrace the BMFA Achievement Scheme. As we
are in close contact with full-size aircraft, we like to maintain a high standard of airmanship and safety
of our models. A large proportion of our membership has an appropriate certificate showing their
competence and we have a robust training scheme for those wishing to take up or advance in the
sport.
Our showcase event is the annual Championships and ‘Fly-in’, currently hosted by RAF Honington.
This is the culmination of flying events through the year and a time where those who wish to show
their prowess and skill can enter a multitude of competitions within the five days. For those who want
a relaxed flying break, then we have a non-competition flight line where the activity is less frenetic.
Although some of our older disciplines
are dormant, perhaps until a ‘retro’
version is found, we still have an
impressive array of silverware to
acknowledge personal successes.

Our sport globally, has kept in step with full-size aviation with the introduction of model gas turbines in
the 1980s. There are turbine powered helicopters, reheat has been developed and bench run, a
model Harrier has flown complete with rotating nozzles and our radio control systems are ‘fly by wire’
including gyro stabilisation. Although a model aircraft has not broken the sound barrier yet; a gas
turbine model has reached 465mph and a model glider 545mph. No, that’s not a typo!
As an Association we look forward to the next decade as we continually strive to hone our skills and
embrace new technology.

FORTHCOMING 2019/2020 CONTESTS & EVENTS
For the BMFA Events Calendar check out https://bmfa.org/Contests-Events/Contest-and-EventCalendar where you can find details of your local affiliated club and when they meet and what you
can fly there, be it as a complete novice or an advanced flyer.

SAM 35 FREE FLIGHT COMPETITIONS http://sam35.org.uk
MODEL HELICOPTER COMPETITIONS: http://www.3dchampionship.co.uk
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THE BRITISH DRONE RACING ASSOCIATION (BDRA)

https://bdra.uk
The BDRA is a not for profit organisation. Run by FPV pilot formed to promote the sport of FPV
racing and multi rotors in general. Their aim is to develop the sport and give FPV pilots a voice within
the model aircraft world as a specialist organisation under the BMFA.
My thanks to Lee Robinson, BDRA Treasurer, for his report on BDRA activities:This year in drone racing has seen a huge spike in popularity, with new pilots joining and race venues
being added all the time, the sport has never been in such a great position in terms of technology and
participation!

This year the BDRA participated and organised the drone racing at Weston Park Model Air show, the
biggest model air show in the UK and it did not disappoint!
Our drone racing event sold out in under 66 seconds and it was that popular we had to extend the
number of pilots that were able to fly from 60 to 72. This allowed more drone racing pilots the
opportunity to fly at the most prestigious drone race of the year and gave us confidence that we could
go all out for the event. We hired a large TV stand so the public could watch the action, Live
streaming was also available to everyone, including people outside of the park and a huge marquee
to house everyone safely in case the weather turns sour (which it did!!).
The event was held over three days, a fun Friday to allow the pilots to get their gear ready and fly the
non-race track the day before up until 8pm. This allowed people to calm their nerves, get any last
minute issues sorted and generally try and relax before the weekend ahead.
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On Saturday morning the main event starts shaping up, pilots start arriving if they haven’t already and
start to get their racing equipment ready to battle it out to be crowned champion of Weston drone
racings and the top 3 pilots get to represent Great Britain in the FAI world cup held in Korea racing
against the worlds very best drone racers.

The format of the overall race is split in to half, with qualification taking place for Saturday and a small
part of Sunday. Qualification consists of how many laps you get going round the track in the quickest
time.
After qualification, the group is split, the top 12 pilots enter a knock out competition whilst the
remaining pilots all fly in a final with up to 5 other pilots with a similar skill set.
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The remaining 12 pilots then enter their knock out stages until there are 6 pilots left. Three of these
pilots will be offered the opportunity to represent Great Britain at the FAI world cup in Korea.
Also later this year we are hosting an FAI world cup event here in the UK, with pilots from around the
world competing to try and get entered in to the FAI world cup in Korea
Photos by Julian Whitfield
Drone racing has really taken off (excuse the pun!) recently with a lot of interest positive and some
negative (Media) but overall the hobby is growing, we are at a record amount of members in the
BDRA and there always seems to be something coming up to make people WOW.
If you would like any more information on drone racing then please visit the BDRA website

https://bdra.uk
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BRITISH PARACHUTING ASSOCIATION
http://www.bpa.org.uk
On 1st February 1984, parachuting became a permitted activity, subject to the grant by the CAA of a
written permission, and in accordance with appropriate conditions specified in such CAA permission
documents. The BPA, soon to be renamed British Skydiving, controls all aspects of skydiving on
behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).

NEWS
My thanks to Angel Fernandez for the following news from the BPA
BRITISH SKYDIVING REBRAND
The rebrand to British Skydiving has taken an important step forward. Working with our brand
partners, Creative Sponge, the final design of the new logo along with sub brand identities were
approved at the Council meeting in October. Creative Sponge are now in the final phase to deliver our
new brand identity.
Running alongside this project is the new PIMS membership database system and new websites
for British Skydiving, Skydive the Mag and Skydive the Expo.
The launch for all these elements will be simultaneous and they are confident that their new branding
will provide British Skydiving with a fresh new style and energy that we can all be proud of.

BPA APPOINTS COMPETITIONS CO-ORDINATOR
The BPA is delighted to announce that Marie Kent has been appointed as the Competitions and
Awards Co-ordinator. Marie started her new post – based at BPA HQ in Leicester – in early August
2019. Marie joins us with several years’ experience of admin roles within various sectors including
legal, financial advice and transport.
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Marie said: “I feel very fortunate to be joining the BPA as it is exactly the new challenge I was hoping
for. I was drawn to it due to the sheer enthusiasm of the BPA members and staff alike. I feel very
excited to begin my journey and look forward to working alongside the friendly team.”

BPA COMPETITION COMMITTEE
Mark Bayada has been elected Competitions Chair for the remainder of the committee year. The
Competitions Committee, also elected Mark Bayada as CP discipline rep, and Sam Lee as FS
discipline rep.

BPA FINANCE MANAGER (PAID)
Due to the retirement of the current incumbent the BPA are looking to recruit a new finance manager.
The Finance Manager will be a key finance representative, reporting to the Chief Operating Officer
and finance committee via the treasurer.
The salary is between £30,000 - £35,000, with additional benefits. If you are a qualified by
experience, Part - Qualified ACCA/CIMA or ACA accountant and for more information on the role and
details on how to apply see
https://www.roberthalf.co.uk/job/leicestershire/finance-manager/06170-0011217255uken?utm_campaign=google_jobs_apply&utm_source=google_jobs_apply&utm_medium=organic&fb
clid=IwAR3H3YJlF48UZKV-3V-sXzrZ_rSkKVC_D9XURVHnFAXqvjC-VfUcKwWhvkE

BPA COUNCIL ELECTIONS 2020
Nominations for Council are open until noon on Wed 13th November. Full members are eligible
to stand if supported by a proposer and seconder who are also full members.
Council Members are Non-Executive Directors of BPA Ltd. The process is managed by independent
scrutineers Mi-Voice. The nominations website is https://www.mi-nomination.com/bpa
See the Council Member role profile and duties and responsibilities to assess whether you have the
skills and competence to stand.
https://www.mi-nomination.com/bpa/resources/bpa/Form%20297%20%20BPA_Council_member_role_description.pdf

QUEENS CUP – FS 4-WAY NATIONALS
Forty teams rocked up to Hibaldstow for the BPA Nationals 2019 – 13 Open, five AA, 13 A and nine
Rookie – and the forecast was the best in the last decade!
By the end of the first day, there had been 80 lifts and 1,183 jumps; the judges were churning through
the rounds and the scoreboards were hotting up. Day two saw the competition complete easily and
the presentations take place, leaving plenty of time for the party and then some big-way loads (or
hungover lie-ins) on the Bank Holiday Monday. Our AAA athletes were competing for an added
accolade this year. As well as being crowned British National Champions, they would also be
presented with the Queen’s Cup of the Royal Aero Club. This prestigious trophy, made of Irish silver
and dating back to 1719, was gifted to the RAeC by Her Majesty the Queen in 2010. Airsports
organisations such as the BPA may bid each year to hold an event to determine the winner of the
Queen’s Cup, and this year we were successful in our bid.
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NFTO

Photo:Martin Martinez

NFTO, as well as retaining their National Champion title, are therefore the winners of the Queen’s
Cup for 2019. The road to the AAA medals was an interesting one, with the sensible money all going
on four teams for the top three places. NFTO were the reigning champions and this year’s favourites,
with newest member Kate Lindsley delighted to achieve a 10-year dream. They topped the
leaderboard from Round 1, increasing their lead to seven points by the end of Round 6. The top spot
was far from secure, however.
Eros had shared the Round 1 top spot with NFTO by matching their 21-point score and, having also
matched them on a further two out of the first six rounds were providing some serious pressure from
second place. Meanwhile, Chimera were just two points below Eros and 4mula were also hitting some
big scores despite just 21 training jumps together – 15 of them the day before Nationals! Chimera
scored an absolutely blistering 22 on Round 7, picking up four points on NFTO, and then bagged
another two on Round 8. Having leapfrogged Eros, they had now closed the gap to just three points
away from gold.
Round 9 saw NFTO pick up a much-needed three points at the top, while Eros moved up into joint
silver. It was all going to come down to R10 and both Chimera and Eros crept the jump-off round after
landing from their 10th lift. However, in the end, it wasn’t needed – Chimera matched NFTO’s 19 on
Round 10 to take the silver with a new record 18.7 average. Eros were rewarded for their season of
hard work with a bronze medal and an 18.5 average, scoring 22 points more across the competition
than in 2018.

UK HEAD DOWN SEQUENTIAL RECORD
After a successful VFS Nationals at Hibaldstow, which finished ahead of schedule, many of the
freeflyers stuck around on the Bank Holiday Monday for some load organising by Paul Cooper. They
achieved a UK Vertical Full Break Sequential Record by flying a two-point 12-way formation with a
complete break between the two points. In fact, the second point flew for 13 seconds – and, if
‘salmoning’ counted as a point, then you could even call it three...
The record participants were Paul Cooper, James Moran, Weed Stoodley, Pete Dennett, Stuart Todd,
James Round, Gary Crisp, Martin Roberson, Greg Lucas, Dave Bloomfield, Steve Smith and Tim
Gaines, with Dan Guest on camera and pilot Paul Hollow flying the Dornier G92.
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Head Down Record - Dan Guest (Photo: Dan Guest)

PROJECT 19
Project 19 aims to build an all-female 100-way Head Down World Record at Skydive Chicago in July
2020. This fully sponsored event will commemorate the 100th anniversary of the 19th amendment to
the US Constitution, in which American women received the right to vote. UK Regional Captain Weed
Stoodley has been busy running warm-up events at Netheravon, Hibaldstow and Langar throughout
2019, and more training dates have now been released for events all over Europe and beyond.
These include November 28-December 1 in Empuria, November 29-30 in Eloy and December 27-30
in Deland. Check out the website for an up-to-date list.
Selection events in 2020 so far include January 25-26 and March 7-8 in Eloy and April 16-19 at
Skydive Spain. www.brokenrecords.world

PROGRAMME TO ENCOURAGE GREATER FEMALE PARTICIPATION
£6,000 will be used to develop a programme to encourage greater female participation in the sport.
The NFTO have committed to engage with BPA’s Rise Up Programme with focus on female
members and to identify potential future athletes. NFTO look forward to working with the BPA to
encourage greater female participation, to represent the UK at international competitions and to
continue to inspire women in the sport.
The Rise Up Programme is a BPA Mentoring and Skills-sharing network developed by Yassi
Molazadeh of the BPA Development Committee.

INDOOR SKYDVING ORGANISATION
Indoor skydiving is emerging as a new discipline/sport. The BPA Council is discussing the
development of an Indoor Skydiving Organisation and delegating to it, by way of a licensing
agreement, the power to carry out the selection, administration and organisation of British indoor
skydiving delegations. The arrangement would be for a fixed period of five years from 2019, with a
break clause. Under the terms of this arrangement, BPA would also delegate to the new organisation
the issuing of Indoor Skydiving FAI sporting licences.
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BRITISH COLLEGIATE PARACHUTE ASSOCIATION (BCPA)
https://www.bcpa.org.uk/

The BCPA is a volunteer-run, non-profit organisation, set up for the purpose of promoting skydiving at
a collegiate level. The committee is voted in every year at the AGM, held on the weekend of BCPA
Nationals, and positions include Chair, Vice Chair, Events Coordinator, Tour Organiser and Club
Liaison. Want to get involved? Email mail@bcpa.org.uk to find out more.
There are over 30 affiliated university clubs where like-minded people can jump, compete and most
importantly socialise with! Members range from "freshers" who have only recently done their first jump
to graduates with hundreds of jumps who help film, coach and organise at BCPA events.
The BCPA co-ordinates annual inter-university leagues to allow clubs to compete against each other
both in competition (3-way, freefly and accuracy) as well as club achievements (such as obtaining
Cat-8 or FS1). This culminates in an awards ceremony at the BCPA Nationals in the summer. Many
clubs find that success here can help to convince their university to allocate them more funding for the
subsequent year!
My thanks to Karolina for her report:Although Autumn tends to be a quieter season for skydivers, the BCPA has been busy competing
nationally and internationally. Not only have we had submissions to our BCPA Monthly Draw
competitions, but we also had multiple teams enter the European Skydiving League, all in Formation
Skydiving.

JACKAL from ESL: Jacob Verlander, Logan Read, Chris Chittock and Karolina Zatorska
(Photos: Alex Potter)
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. Congratulations to Jacob Verlander, Logan Read, Chris Chittock and Karolina Zatorska for winning
the September Monthly Draw, filmed by Alex Potter. The November competition will be open shortly.
We look forward to receiving all your entries!
It was also great seeing so many of our members be a part of the British Delegation at ESL in Skydive
Spa, Belgium. Well done to team TMNS, which was mostly made up of BCPA and past-BCPA
members, as well as JACKAL, which was all BCPA members (including camera). Both teams
competed in Rookie and won Silver and Bronze, respectively.

Autumn also means the BCPA kick-off event is just around the corner, taking place over the weekend
of 23-24 November at Skydive Hibaldstow. We hope to see many of you there!
We are also busy organising our foreign trip, which will happen in Easter 2020. Watch this space for
more information coming very soon!
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying competitions
within the UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at international
competitions organised under the auspices of the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI).
VFR navigation skills developed during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly
forgotten as reliance is placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236
New members, flying and non-flying, are always welcome. Contact http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
for further information.

NEWS
My thanks to Chris Barnes for his report:
This year’s major event was the FAI World Precision Flying Championship held in Castellon
de la Plana, Spain, an ideal venue with the airfield, beach and hotel all within 5 minutes’ walk.
Flying Team GB consisted of Chris Barnes flying a C150, Rodney Blois a C172, John Marsh a
C150 and Paul Smiddy in his GlaStar. The team arrived a few days ahead of the start of the
event, after a day’s delay caused by bad weather in France, to enable some practice over the
varied terrain of flat coastal plain and rugged, featureless, forested hills.
The navigation competition was difficult, mostly due to the aforementioned hills combined with
maps that did not show contours particularly well, but thankfully there was often a feature
ahead to aid in track keeping.

The landing competition day was the usual frenetic affair, made more so this year because so
many pilots were using shared aeroplanes.
The team’s placings were not scintillating, but in this game, the same as any other, the more
practice you do the luckier you get, as Gary Player famously said. Those teams that are
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effectively state-sponsored are always going to do better than those of us who are self-funded.
Nevertheless, we are still a force to be reckoned with!
The 2019 National Championships were held in September at a private strip in Suffolk.
Having won the Nationals last year, Rodney had the honour to be CD and had set an
interesting course over east Suffolk and south Norfolk.
All the GPS loggers and the scoring program worked well and some good timings by individual
pilots were noted. The rather blustery wind made the landings interesting but both Chris and
John posted a zero each.
After all scores were totted up Chris emerged the victor, and was presented with the rather
magnificent trophy you see in the picture.

2020
Next year 2020 sees us off to South Africa, Stellenbosch in fact, for the 2020 FAI World Rally
Championship. Rally flying is a slightly different discipline, being for a crew of pilot and
navigator, whereas precision flying, at the top level, is flown solo.

The BPPA is always looking for more pilots and navigators. If you fancy having a go, and
maybe joining the team in Stellenbosch, do get in touch. Remember, navigators don’t need a
pilot’s licence so rally flying is ideal for partners.
rodneyblois@gmail.com

or cbarnes@globalnet.co.uk

We look forward to seeing you.
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https://www.fsdp.co.uk
The aim of the Charity is to help disabled people discover their true potential through the mental and
physical stimulation of learning to fly a light aircraft. The challenges they face and overcome help them
to find new confidence and self-esteem in rising above their own personal life difficulties, and help them
to view their future with greater self-assurance.
Since the scheme began nearly 400 disabled people have benefited from learning to fly.

APPLICATIONS FOR 2020 SCHOLARSHIPS
A scholarship includes 35 hours flight tuition and associated ground school which means that most will
have flown solo and some, at their own expense, have gone on to achieve their PPL. Scholarships
commence with a scholar’s seminar near the end of April, during which scholars are introduced to their
instructors and scholar training partner(s).
Flying training is undertaken at flying schools in the UK between May and October and will be of three
or four-weeks duration in either a PA-28 or a Microlight aircraft.
To apply for a scholarship complete the online enquiry form and a full application form will then be sent
to you.
https://www.fsdp.co.uk/apply/#masthead

Closing Date: November 30th 2019
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk
The HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the UK
and actively encourages social flying and many members regularly participate in the organised events
as well as organising an annual calendar of events ranging from lunch fly-ins, cross channel
weekends, visits to military establishments and breweries and covering just about anything you can
think of doing.

NEWS
THE BREGUET TROPHY
Red Bull was the recipient of The Breguet Trophy at the 2018 RAeC awards held in May of this year
at the RAF Club in London.
The HCGB successfully nominated Red Bull, and more specifically, Siegfried "Blacky" Schwarz for
the heading up the return of the worlds only flying Sycamore to the UK. Red Bull spent the summer of
2018 touring the UK with the Sycamore taking in many air shows and even landing back in Weston
super Mare where it was built.
This summer, David Monks, HCGB Chairman, was asked by Red Bull if he would take The Breguet
Trophy to Austria to present it Red Bull on their home turf. This doesn't sound like a tall order but it’s a
very valuable trophy and it could not be sent as freight.
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It was too large to be accepted for hand luggage so it was flown in the relative comfort in the
passenger seat of R22 G-ZAPY, thus meeting all of the criteria of asked for by the Royal Aero Club
Trust.
The event was the Living Legends of Aviation Europe Awards 2019. It was hosted by John Travolta at
Wolfgangsee.

John Travolta and The Duke of Richmond

There were many categories of awards and amongst the notable recipients were Jeff Bezos and The Duke of
Richmond.

The Duke of Richmond and Felix Baumgartner

David Monks presented the Breguet Trophy to Red Bull whilst Blacky Schwarz flew the Sycamore
over the lake showing it to the crowd.
Amongst the highlights was a 100 drone formation in the night sky forming shapes and writing
messages to us all.
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One point of significance not previously known was that the Breguet Trophy was presented to Raoul
Hafner in 1957 who was the helicopter pioneer and inventor of the Sycamore and some sixty years
later Red Bull have been credited for bringing the helicopter back to life.

David Monks being interviewed about the Breguet Trophy

HELICOPTER MUSEUM IN WESTON SUPER MARE
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http://www.helicoptermuseum.co.uk

The museum is open Wednesday through to Sunday plus all Bank Holidays, April to October 10.00am
to 5.30pm. Helicopters are welcome to fly in to the Museum's 1 acre grass Helipad. Please
contact the museum to advise arrival time Tel. 01934-635227
Sunday 8th December 2019: Come and see Santa arrive by helicopter, then meet him and his elves
in his special Helicopter Grotto and sit in his famous sleigh.
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim
of ensuring that recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had
predominantly been the preserve of the better off.

NEWS
MERGER OF THE LAA AND THE BMAA
The Annual General Meeting of the Light Aircraft Association Ltd Sunday on 20 October 2019
approved the merger of the LAA and the British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA).
Meetings between the BMAA and LAA working groups have happened and more are scheduled for
the future. The aim of the meetings is to discuss and agree how a new association will operate and be
managed to give the most benefit to the members. The process is not a quick one, but one that must
be done thoroughly and carefully.
The BMAA Council is continuing with detailed discussions so that when putting the question to the
BMAA membership it will be accompanied by more agreed detail so members will be well informed.
The LAA will continue to keep members informed as progress is made, but if members have any
specific questions or comments on the proposal please email the Chief Executive directly
geoff@bmaa.org
NEW HEAD OF PILOT COACHING
David Cockburn has been appointed the new Head of Training for the LAA’s flagship Pilot Coaching
Scheme, which through its nationwide network of coaches offers members flying training specific to
LAA types and operations, including biennial reviews, tailwheel conversions, type conversions, strip
flying diplomas, differences and recency training.
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David brings with him a wealth of experience gained both as a military pilot and as a civilian instructor
(he has in excess of 1,000 hours on the de Havilland Chipmunk alone) as well as more than a decade
spent working at the CAA on safety promotions, including the creation of the still highly-popular
regional GA safety evenings.

2020 LAA TRAINING COURSES
LAA Courses are held in their workshops and lecture theatre facilities at the Turweston HQ, unless
otherwise stated.

Autumn/Winter Courses:
Working in Aluminium - more courses to be announced soon
Wooden Aircraft Structures - more courses to be announced soon
Air to Ground Radio Operators - more courses to be announced soon
Electrics (Basic) - more courses to be announced soon
Electrics (Advanced) - more courses to be announced soon
Rotax - more courses to be announced soon
To book a place contact: Sheila or Penny 01280 846786 (press 2 when asked) or visit the LAA
website www.laa.uk.com
If you wish to be added to the LAA waiting list for any of their above courses listed on their website
www.laa.uk.com please email your details to office@laa.uk.com with course(s) interested in so they
can see if they can provide additional dates.

FAI AVIATION ART CONTEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE 2020
“Flying Yesterday and Tomorrow” is the theme for FAI Aviation Art Contest. The Light Aircraft
Association is facilitating the UK competition in association with the Royal Aero Club, Pilot
magazine and the Guild of Aviation Artists, with the winning UK entries being forwarded to the
global FAI Young Artists Contest 2020.
The FAI Young Artists Contest is run in collaboration with FAI Members around the world for
youngsters between the ages of 6 and 17. Gold, Silver and Bronze FAI Medals will be awarded
to the winners for three age categories (6-9, 10-13 & 14-17 years old).

UK entries must be received by the Light Aircraft Association, Turweston, Northamptonshire,
NN13 5YD deadline 31st January 2020.
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Format: The required format for all entries is A3 (297 x 420 mm or 11 3/4 X 16 1/2 inches).
Artwork must not be framed or outlined with borders and all artwork must be done by hand (or, in
the case of handicapped children, by foot or mouth).
Medium: Any of the following media are permitted: Watercolour, Acrylic, Oil paint, Indelible
marker pens, Felt-tip pens, Soft ball-point pens, Indelible ink, Crayola or any similar indelible
medium.
The following media are NOT permitted: pencil, charcoal or other non-permanent medium may
be used. Computer-generated artwork or collage work involving the use of photocopies.
There is no need for a title on the poster and entrants can decide for themselves whether or not
to include one; however there should be a clearly recognisable link to the theme of the contest.
The following should be clearly shown on the back of the artwork:
Title, Family name; Given name; Address; Date of birth (Day/Month/Year); Country of residence;
and name and address of school / group which child attends.
A Certificate of Authenticity is also needed and should be worded as follows:
"I/We certify that this is the original and unassisted work of ............... (name of entrant)".
We certify that ............. (name of entrant) is a United Kingdom resident.
Certificates are to be signed by the entrant's parent, teacher or other suitable person.
For more information contact Aviation Art co-ordinator Anne Hughes at struts@laa.uk.com
Details and rules for the competition can be found at www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/art

Youth & Education Support (YES)
Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and more
commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire
young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation.
Checkout the Youth section in this Newsletter to see the latest YES news

LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to attend and
meetings are an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying, training or simply
wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene.
STRUT’s arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year and most hold monthly
meetings and maybe an interesting aviation related talk. Meetings are an excellent source of advice
and help whether building, buying, training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene
and are dotted around the UK
Checkout the LAA website for details of your local STRUT
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html
LAA’S FIRST STRUTT MEETING OUT OF THE UK
Antwerp was the venue for the LAA’s first STRUTT meeting out of the UK at the European Federation
of Light, Experimental & Vintage Aircraft (EFLEVA) conference held that weekend.
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There was a brief presentation about LAA then a wider discussion on vintage and experimental
aviation.

FOR LAA FRIENDLY AIRFIELDS
CHECKOUT http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Airfields/airfield_listing.html
YAKS CAN NOW OPERATE UNDER LAA OVERSIGHT
Owners of Yak aircraft 18A, 50 and 52 as well as Nanchang CJ-6 will be able to operate their aircraft
under LAA permit oversight after agreement with the CAA. Contact engineering@laa.uk for more
information

ARMSTRONG / ISAACS BURSARIES
These bursaries are funded from the Armstrong/Isaacs Fund, which is based on a major donation
from David Armstrong, who was a founder member of the original ULAA in 1947, a lifelong member of
the LAA’s predecessor the PFA and the latter’s chairman from 1960 to 1964. His legacy, co-named
with that of aircraft designer and builder John Isaacs, has since 1998 enabled many young
prospective pilots to gain their PPL.
Bursaries are awarded to pilots under 30 years of age who are already in training and offers finance
to supplement personal funding in the later stages of the course. Applicants must have reached ‘first
solo’ standard and have completed a minimum of five hours solo training, hold a valid medical and
should have passed the necessary ground examinations.
Applicants who, but for the weather, would have completed five hours solo may be considered. In
such circumstances written confirmation must be provided by the CFI of the training organisation
(DTO or ATO). This year five bursaries of up to £1,500 are available. All applications must be
completed on the form downloaded from http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/Bursary/AI2018.html
Please complete and email to office@laa.uk.com with the subject title Armstrong/Isaacs Bursary.
Entries close: 1st December 2019
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (“The 3Rs”) is mandated to oversee
British handicap air racing, British and World aviation records and formal air rallies.
The 3R’s have delegated authority from the FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale) www.fai.org
to oversee National and World Record attempts by UK licenced pilots and citizens.
If you are interested in setting an Aviation Record, be it point to point (speed), altitude or endurance
then contact Geoffrey Boot, Record Coordinator at geoffreyboot@gmail.com

3RS AGM, SYMPOSIUM AND AWARDS DINNER – 23 NOVEMBER 2019
Anyone interested in learning more about air racing is welcome to attend the annual Symposium and
Awards Dinner.
For more information contact: secretary@royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk

JUDY HANSON 1936 – 2019

It is with great regret that we report the passing of Judy Hanson, long time Aviation Secretary of the
3Rs.
Judy joined the 3Rs in the 90’s and thrived in her role working tirelessly for the benefit of the club;
serving as Aviation Secretary between 2001 and 2015. Her knowledge, insight and care gained her
love and respect from the whole membership.
Condolences go to her partner Tom, and to her son Simon and grandchildren Charlie and Molly.
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THE END OF THE 2019 SEASON
Congratulations to Race 23 Jonathan Willis for winning the 2019 British Air Racing Championship
in his RV6 G-TNGO and to his Navigator Gurcharan Bhoday winning the Navigators
Championship.
ABC Homebuilt, Mossy Preston and Saturday Sonic Challenge go to Race 26 Matthew Summers
in his RV8. It was a very close season both Matt and Navigator Sean Roberson coming runner-up in
both other championships.
New Racer No 64 William Tollett takes the Outrum Trophy.
Hamish Mitchel retains the Mitel Sword.

EPIC ALDERNEY CLOSES TIGHT SEASON
The 2019 course at Alderney was new following extensive negotiation with Guernsey CAA for
permission to race in their Class D airspace. Starting at the airfield the course skirted the edge of the
island to the east and out to Casquettes lighthouse in the west. Four full laps culminated in a short lap
to finish at the breakwater.
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My thanks to Tim Wassell for the following report:
We’ve had a good Alderney, an average Alderney, never a bad Alderney, but this year must go down
as a classic Alderney. Having broken the ‘curse’ of the last two years, we managed to run both races
on time and in orderly fashion.
Technically and operationally Alderney throws up a few challenges but where there’s a will, there’s a
way and this years’ event ran like clockwork despite operating race HQ away from the airfield. Our
“man in the channel” Ralph Burridge together with the Alderney Flying Club hosted yet another
splendid weekend over there and together with the generosity of our sponsors and supporters I doubt
that any member went home disappointed.
With an entry of eleven racers (equal biggest this season) together with numerous officials,
supporters and friends we had quite a presence on the island. Such is the attraction of Alderney many
of us found our way across the channel on Thursday, or extended our visit into the following week
even if we may have been delayed due to some serious weather. Well, there are worst places to get
stuck!
So, what about the racing, well on Saturday we ran The Aurigny Air Services Trophy. A bright start
soon turned to overcast skies and a windy race that probably influenced the result, a more protracted
affair than we’ve seen this season. However the racings’ always hard fought and the revised course
finishing over the breakwater proved popular amongst the competitors and spectators alike.

Roger Scholes & Ian Harding with the Schneider Trophy
Replica presented by Ross Coppollo (Guernsey CAA)

Ralph Burridge presents Jon Willis & Gurcharan Bhoday
with the Auringny Trophy

Saturday's Aurigny trophy was won by Race 23 Jonathan Willis & Gurcharan Bhoday, 2nd Dan
Pangbourne and third spot went to Matt Summers (26) with nav Sean Roberson.

An early start Sunday morning saw our intrepid racers battle it out for the prestigious Schneider
Trophy. The winner was Ian Harding storming to victory in his new RV7 G-KAOS, with Navigator
Roger Scholes. Matt and Sean secured second with Dan grabbing the last podium spot.
There’s more, The Reynards special awards, for best overall results went to Matt in first place, Dan
second and Jon third.
The rather nice Les Casquets Salver, sponsored by AEL, went to Bill Tollett for best performing
newcomer over the season, and finally a new trophy for 2019.
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Guy Hook was presented the well-deserved 'spirit of air racing' award, the Thomas Rose Cup, by
Davd Chiswell & Ralph Burridge. This new Alderney Award commemorates Thomas Rose, a former
Alderney resident who won the Kings Cup in the 1930's and who was a member of the RFC.
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Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org

Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant applications, the
Trust prime focus is improving the public accessibility of the Royal Aero Club Collection and
increasing the availability of bursaries to help young people improve their flying skills.
The Trust's objectives include: Helping Young People, Aviation Heritage and Memorabilia and
Research into Air Sport.
 Supporting the ambitions of young people who wish to become involved in air sports and
recreation regardless of background, experience or ability, to achieve their full potential through
participation in air sports and recreational flying.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries
 Conserving the Royal Aero Club’s unique collection of aviation memorabilia conserving unique
historical aviation materials for future generations and maintaining 100 years of aviation history
represented by artefacts, memorabilia and archive documents. Much of this is stored at The Royal Air
Force Museum Hendon. However, in 2011 the Trust launched www.royalaeroclubcollection.org
where visitors can gain quick and easy access to these extensive aviation archives.
 Working together with individual researchers and learned societies, as future resources permit,
The Trust aims to promote research into air sport and to publish and disseminate useful results of
such research by meetings, conferences and publications.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/objectives#research

NEWS
The Trust is pleased to announce a generous donation from the family of Jim Crocker (past
Chairman).

2019 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
This year the RAeCT awarded 35 bursaries, with more than 50% going to enable young glider pilots
to develop and advance their qualifications. No applications were received from micro light pilots and
balloon pilots. Available Bursaries included the Advanced Bursary for gifted young air sports persons
up to 24 years of age who have been a recipient of an initial bursary. Well done to all successful
applicants.
Applicants for these grants must hold British Citizenship and be permanently resident in UK and aged
14-21 years (Advanced Bursary up to 24 years).
Applications
for
2020
bursaries
are
available
for
downloading
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries Closing dates for applications: 31st March 2020
The scheme is divided into four categories of Bursaries:
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1. Flying Bursaries/Grants for those wishing to advance from one recognised level of air sport to the
next higher level and wish to upgrade their existing qualifications;
2. Flight Simulator Bursaries/Grants for Computer Flight Simulation enthusiasts wishing to gain practical
experience of flying or an air sport.
3. Aeromodelling Bursaries to enable flyers upgrade equipment or to gain further qualifications.
4. Advanced Bursaries to enable well qualified air sports persons enter international or national
competitions or other prestigious events or to advance their existing qualifications to a higher level to
the benefit of the sport (eg to gain an instructor qualification).
The scheme and the bursaries comprise all types of air sports and aviation-related activities including:
paragliding, gliding, hang-gliding, parachuting, microlight aircraft, helicopter, light aircraft and the
designing, building and flying model aeroplanes (including multi-rotary wing - eg drones).

ROYAL AERO CLUB MEMORABILIA
The RAeCT’s collection of Royal Aero Club memorabilia is all housed at the RAF Museum. The
Museum, a long term supporter of the Trust, has been updated with new exhibits to celebrate the
Centenary of the Royal Air Force and the place of Hendon in the history of British aviation. The Trust
has contributed a number of items to the exhibition.

EARLY ROYAL AERO CLUB FLYING RECORDS ARE ONLINE
‘Royal Aero Club Aviators’ Certificates’ collection (1910-1950) reveals the names and faces of
Britain’s magnificent men (and women) and their flying machines via https://www.ancestry.co.uk/ and
contains over 28,000 records and 13,000 photographs (across 34 albums; the majority of these
photographs will never before have been available to the public) of men and women who qualified as
pilots in the golden age of British aviation, as powered flight went from science fiction to reality.

The Royal Aero Club Aviators’ Certificates, 1910-1950 collection is available to Ancestry members
and through a 14-Day Free Trial.
For more information: http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/raec-collection/collectionpr
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Treasures from the Royal Aero Club Archives
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/raec-collection

Thanks to many hundreds of hours of dedicated work by NADFAS (National Association of
Decorative & Fine Arts Societies) Heritage Volunteers spread over two years at the Royal Air Force
Museum in Hendon, the archives which were in serious danger of deterioration, have now been
stabilised.
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B4E0urZdYRXBTG5ESlZKQVFxX1k/edit
The catalogue is best searched using the latest version of Adobe Acrobat Reader which is free to
download https://get.adobe.com/uk/reader/
The Royal Aero Club Trust wish to thank the following people and organisations for the preparation of
this catalogue: Mr Andrew Dawrant, team leader of NADFAS Heritage Volunteers; Mr Peter Elliott,
Senior Keeper Department of Research and Information Services Royal Air Force Museum and The
Canadian Museums Association.

RAeCT VACANCY
The RAeCT are looking for a Volunteer to assist with digitising historic and unique aviation postcards
and photographs in the Royal Aero Club collection
This is a part-time, unsalaried and home-based position. Only budgeted expenses will be reimbursed.
The role is suitable for a Volunteer or a person on part-time secondment from a professional or
commercial organisation (on a pro-bono basis) or a retired person, to help digitise part of the Royal
Aero Club collection.
For more information: http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/volunteer#opps
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The RAF London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95 aircraft
in four themed aircraft halls.
The museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading public attractions in the Midlands,
displays over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold War Exhibition.
Entrance is free with charges for some selected exhibition areas. Car parking charges apply.
From March 10:00am - 6:00pm last entry 5:30pm

MUSEUM NEWS
RAF MUSEUM COSFORD
The RAF Museum at Cosford, Shifnal, Shropshire, TF11 8UP, is open daily from 10am and entry
is free of charge, but parking charges apply. For more information visit:
www.rafmuseum.org/cosford 01902 376200
Opening hours: November – February: 10:00am - 4:00pm

last entry 3:00pm

Admission charges apply for some events and activities. Events may be subject to change and
additional events may be added during the year.

COSFORD NEWS
FAMILY TALKS: 30 YEARS ON, THE FALL OF THE BERLIN WALL
9 NOVEMBER 2019
This year marks 30 years since the fall of the Berlin Wall, perhaps the most iconic and defining
moment of the Cold War. To commemorate this momentous event, which signalled the end of the
Cold War, on Saturday 9 November RAF Cosford will be holding three family friendly talks at
11.30am, 12.30pm and 2.30pm in the National Cold War Exhibition.
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Topics covered include:




How the Berlin Wall was built and why
Brave escape attempts and the ways authorities detected escapees
The momentous events of 9 November 1989
Don’t forget to get your pass stamped by the Border Guard as you go through the “crossing point”,
or to take a photograph of yourself in front of an original piece of the Wall as displayed in their
Berlin Wall Hotspot in the National Cold War Exhibition.
Also in the National Cold War Exhibition look out for the life size Russian dolls and for those with a
head for heights, take the lift to the high level viewing gallery and look down at the mighty Belfast
Transporter.
Conservation Centre Open Week : 11 - 16 November 2019, 10.15am - 1.00pm
For one week only, visitors will be able to view progress behind-the-scenes being made on a range
of aircraft. Not only will visitors get the chance to view rare aircraft but the chance to speak to
Museum Technicians, Apprentices and Volunteers who will be available throughout the week to
speak with visitors about their work and answer any questions you may have on their current
projects.
The Michael Beetham Conservation Centre is responsible for aircraft and large 3-D artefacts in
the Museum and those on loan. A world centre of excellence, its primary function includes care,
conservation and restoration of the National Collection along with the movement or suspension of
aircraft or large exhibits. The work is carried out by 10 professional technicians, who are ably
supported by dedicated and trained volunteers, some 50 in number.

The MBCC is a fascinating place, full of atmosphere, dedication and a passion for preserving our
National Military Aviation Heritage. With it being an engineering environment it is rarely open to
visitors.
Admission is £6.00 per adult for the Open Week event (Children under 16 accompanied by an
adult free). Serving personnel are entitled to free admission on production of ID.
If you would like to see a short video on the Conservation Centre
https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/cosford/things-to-see-and-do/conservation-centre.aspx
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LYSANDER RESTORED TO FORMER GLORY
A Second World War Westland Lysander III (S.D.), the only surviving Special Duties variant of its
type has been restored to its former glory at the Royal Air Force Museum Cosford.
The aircraft has undergone conservation work including a new fabric outer skin and complete
repaint in the Museum’s Michael Beetham Conservation Centre. Formerly displayed at the
Museum’s London site in No 225 Squadron markings, the Lysander is now painted in No 161
Squadron Special Ops colour scheme, reflecting its service towards the end of the war in nonoperational special transport services.

Following the Lysander’s arrival at Cosford in November 2016, the aircraft underwent an in-depth
inspection and condition assessment followed by a few minor structural repairs. The airframe’s
damaged fabric covering was replaced while a team of volunteers cleaned and lubricated
mechanical systems back to a functional state.
The aircrafts biggest transformation comes from the recovering of its airframe in a traditional Irish
linen fabric hand sewn by the Museum’s Surface Finish Technician and then strengthened using
original doping techniques.

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
The RAF Museum at Hendon, Grahame Park Way, London, NW9 5LL is open daily from 10am
and entry is free of charge but there are parking charges. For more information visit:
london@rafmuseum.org 0208 205 2266
November – February: 10:00am - 5:00pm

last entry 4:30pm

HENDON NEWS
MathsAlive!
The RAF Museum London is set to be the first European venue to host MathsAlive! a highly
interactive traveling blockbuster exhibition that has drawn record-breaking crowds in cities around
the world.
This new traveling exhibition, developed by Raytheon Company, is targeted at 7 to 14 year olds,
and has toured major science centres and museums across the United States, Australia and the
Middle East. The exhibition will be open to the public at RAF Museum London from 6 November Sunday 15 March 2020 (weekends and school holidays only).
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Presented by Raytheon Company, MathsAlive! helps children have fun with maths by showing
them its connection to — and influence on — many of the things they love most: music, sports,
movies, games and more. Through unique, interactive experiences, the exhibit takes maths from
its native form into the applied worlds of design, engineering, technology and science.

REMEMBRANCE DAY SERVICE
10 NOVEMBER 2019 10.40AM IN HANGAR 1
There will also be readings and a performance by the North London Military Wives Choir. The
service will take place underneath the Short Sunderland MR5 in H1.
They ask that if you are attending the service, to arrive by 10.30am. There will be limited seating
available, and priority will be given to those who are unable to stand for the whole service. There
will be a site wide two-minute silence at 11.00am. The North London Military Wives Choir will then
perform a selection of songs from 11.10am.

CHRISTMAS GIN & SWING : 7 December
Join us for a festive 40s evening with a glass of G&T in hand! There will be a live swing band,
swing dancing workshops, Gin Jamboree with their huge range of Gins, Christmas craft activities
and more! They will be running two Gin Masterclasses, so for an extra £10.00 you can immerse
yourself completely in the world of Gin.
The exhibitions in H1 will open for you to explore, including our Sunderland Flying boat which will
take centre stage for the event.
Gin Masterclass: Gin lovers rejoice! The experts are in residence for the evening. If you would
like to take part in one of their Gin master classes then you can purchase one of their combined
tickets. Spaces are limited! You will try 4 gins, and shown how Gin is distilled. There are only 30
places per class and they will take place in the Sunderland Suite at 7.00pm and 8.30pm.
Tickets and times Doors will open at 6.30pm and last orders will be at 10.00pm. Purchase your
tickets in advance online https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk/london/whats-going-on/events/christmasgin-and-swing/
Standard Entry: £7.00

Gin Masterclass + Standard Entry: £17.00
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UK & EASA AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
UK
CAA CYBER SECURITY OVERSIGHT PROCESS FOR AVIATION
CAP1753 has been published and details the CAA’s cyber security oversight process for aviation.
This document provides the basis for all cyber security oversight activity by the CAA and includes
detail of good cyber security practice against four key objectives. CAP1753 can be found here:
https://publicapps.caa.co.uk/modalapplication.aspx?appid=11&mode=detail&id=9242&mc_cid=55f205
7043&mc_eid=caaaf4ba61

REGISTRATION and COMPETENCY OF SUA OPERATORS
Effective from 30 November 2019 will be registration of SUA operators AND the competency of
remote pilots to be tested for operators of SUA’s that have a mass of 250 grams or more.
The full guidance can be found here
http://publicapps.caa.co.uk/docs/33/CAP1763%20New%20UAS%20guidance%20Feb%202019.pdf

IDENTIFICATION REQUIREMENT FOR FLIGHT CREW LICENSING APPLICATIONS
Pilots should be aware that for some applications you are required to submit proof of identity (ID) to
support their applications. A certified copy or a passport or photo driving licence will be accepted.

FLYING DISPLAY DIRECTOR ACCREDITATION 2020
The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) and the Military Aviation Authority (MAA) have developed a joint
Flying Display Director (FDD) accreditation course for both civilian and military flying displays.
To obtain or revalidate their FDD accreditation, applicants are required to demonstrate their
experience in a number of competences and attend an FDD accreditation course.
For 2020 there are 2 revalidation courses and one ab-initio course planned and further details of the
courses and the associated application form for attendance is available through the CAA FDD here
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Displays,-events-and-activities/Flying-Display-DirectorAccreditation/?mc_cid=46b800d107&mc_eid=caaaf4ba61

CAA’s PLANNED PERMANENT REDISTRIBUTION (PPR) PROPOSALS
The implementation date for the UK Civil Aviation Authority’s (CAA) new decision-making
process for Planned Permanent Redistribution (PPR) proposals has been postponed from 1
November 2019 until 1 February 2020.
What is PPR? Essentially PPR changes in the way existing airspace is used, rather than
changes in the airspace design itself.
Air traffic controllers are continuously making decisions as to how to control individual aircraft.
The air traffic control operational procedures form a framework within which each air traffic
controller makes those individual aircraft-by-aircraft decisions. Consequently the track over the
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ground taken by a given aircraft is a combined result of the airspace design, the air traffic control
operational procedures and the individual expert decision of the air traffic controller on the day.
After consultation, the Government decided that where changes in air traffic control operational
procedure lead to a planned, permanent redistribution of air traffic in certain ways, they ought to
be subject to:
 a CAA decision which considers all the section 70 factors in the Transport Act 2000, and
 a similar process as a change in airspace design.
However, only certain PPR proposals (‘relevant PPRs’) will need to go through the approval
process and are most likely to be those that have a potential noise impact on the ground.

UK GA AFTER BEXIT
Dare I say “who knows and is anybody’s guess”? Best not methinks so ………..
For the CAA’s UK's exit from the EU read more on http://www.caa.co.uk/Our-work/About-us/EUexit

EUROPEAN (EASA) AVIATION REGULATORY MATTERS
GA LICENSING
https://www.easa.europa.eu/easa-and-you/general-aviation/licensing-general-aviation

EASA PART-FCL CHANGES
EASA are introducing some changes comes into effect on 11th November 2019. This will
affect many students and existing EASA licence holders (irrespective of what EASA "state" you
are licensed by). A new EASA PART-FCL Easy Access document will be available from
EASA on the 11th November 2019.
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019R1747&qid=1571739274350&from=EN
But in short:
STUDENTS:
PPL/LAPL Theoretical Exams: The SIX SITTINGS requirement is abolished. All other
requirements remain.
For PART-FCL licences that will be issued after 1st April 2020, only training and testing
undertaken AFTER 8th April 2016 will count.
NIGHT RATING:
• The night training course must be completed within a period of 6 months. If the night crosscountry or the solo landings historically fall outside of the six month period, these will need to be
repeated to ensure the required hours and course content occurs within the six months being
claimed.
• PART-FCL states: training for the Night Rating must be undertaken in Night VFR conditions!
i.e. even if the candidate and instructor hold IRR or IR ratings, the Night Rating must be done
VFR
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EASA Licence Holders: Licence privileges are now dependent upon ratings contained
therein AND the Medical certificate held… implying that LAPL privileges are now contained
within the PPL licence (therefore no need to apply for a LAPL if you hold a PPL and revert to a
LAPL medical)
• Providing a non-HPA (High Performance Aircraft) SEP or TMG Class Rating has not lapsed by
more than 3 years, refresher training may be conducted by suitably qualified instructors
OUTSIDE the auspices of an ATO/DTO
• Differences Training for TMG, SEP, SET, MEP may now also be conducted by suitably qualified
instructors OUTSIDE the auspices of an ATO/DTO

All EASA regulations can be found at https://www.easa.europa.eu/regulations
CERTIFICATE OF FREE CIRCULATION OR C88
Post-brexit, N-reg owners need to have a Certificate of Free Circulation or a C88, if they want to land
in the EU. Many owners don't have these documents. Last time you could get the CofFC from UK
Customs was 2005!
It would appear that you cannot bring an aircraft into the EU unless




you own it, and then you can bring it in on a very temporary basis, and
it must be via an official Customs post, and
if not EU registered, you must not be an EU tax resident person
Failure to meet any of the above conditions and the EU Customs can hit you for the VAT and
other stuff.
Since you cannot own an N-reg unless you are a US citizen or Green Card holder, any N-reg
aircraft is vulnerable for EU import VAT upon any landing in the EU, even at a Customs
post, unless you have a Certificate of Free Circulation or equivalent.

A Certificate of Free Circulation or equivalent is worth 20% of the value of the aircraft, so also any
aircraft you buy MUST come with a C88, or you need to reduce the price by 20% if you intend to fly it
to the EU.
Details to obtain a C88 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/import-and-export-singleadministrative-document-c88-uk-transit
UK GA aviators can also keep up to date on European developments by subscribing (at
no cost) to the Europe Air Sports Newsletters delivered straight to your inbox via the Europe
Air Sports website which can be found at www.europe-air-sports.org There is a wealth of
information in their Newsletters and well worth receiving issues of the EAS Newsletter direct to
your inbox, which is completely free of charge.
My thanks to European Air Sports Newsletter Editor Diana King for allowing précis of
information published from the bi-monthly EAS Newsletter.
October 2019: http://www.europe-air-sports.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/EAS-NewsletterOctober-2019.pdf
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CAA CONSULTATIONS
OPTING OUT OF EASA REGULATION FOR 450-600 KG LIGHT AIRCRAFT
A 6-week long consultation to seek views on the UK moving new designs of light aircraft 450-600 kg
from pan-European EASA certification to national regulations.
Stakeholders are invited to submit their views and respond to questions set out in the consultation
document online: https://consultations.caa.co.uk/ga/450-600kg-regulation
The closing date: 29 November 2019
See https://consultations.caa.co.uk
For other responses and CAA action taken
https://consultations.caa.co.uk/we_asked_you_said/

on

recent

closed

consultations
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see

IS YOUR AERODROME UNDER THREAT?
Old Sarum: The airfield closed on 31st October, a sad day for GA, but the museum is remaining
open. Such a shame that the development of an Airpark was turned down as was an amazing project
with great potential for the site and for the local area.
Wellesbourne Mountford: Despite assurances from the landowner and the council, Wellesbourne
Airfield is still threatened by a significant reduction in aviation facilities to make way for housing and
mixed use development. Whilst Littler Investments Ltd have offered a 1 year renewal to tenants, but
with the landlord only having the option to terminate with 28 days notice; Take Flight Aviation were
excluded.
Please sign the petition to save the airfield and all the businesses https://www.change.org/p/stratforddistrict-council-protect-wellesbourne-airfield-from-housingdevelopment?fbclid=IwAR3cFwHN7mY5APRr8P4Cz9FO0RYBwvUng4BLP3xn9K0uFwJug0JaJPQhvU
Wycombe Air Park: Helicopter Aircraft Holdings Ltd, who lease the site from Wycombe District
Council, has agreed a new lease. However, the 2033 Local Plan has been adopted which will result in
the loss of a runway and relocation of gliding activities.
Three MOD airfields have been given a temporary reprieve. RAF Henlow, decommissioning delayed
until 2023; RAF Halton and Colerne saved until at least 2025, though Colerne doesn’t appear to be
accepting GA traffic or radio communication.

POSSIBLY GOOD NEWS
Manston: We are waiting on the decision of The Planning Inspectorate having had three months to
make a recommendation on the application. Thanet District Council recognises the existing use of
Manston as an airport. We shall wait and see.
My thanks to John Walker for his October 2019 UK Airfields under threat update:

AERODROME
Andrewsfield

Bourn

Cambridge

Chalgrove

Deenethorpe

CURRENT STATUS
Braintree, Colchester and Tendring Councils are jointly developing a Local Plan for NorthEast Essex with an area including Andrewsfield aerodrome earmarked for a garden community
with ultimately 10,000 homes. The definitive Local Plan is the subject of Public Examination
with the Planning Inspector raising concerns about the proposal which the Councils are
addressing following a further public consultation which ended on 30 September 2019.
Site earmarked for some 3,500 homes in 2031 Local Plan adopted by South Cambridgeshire
District Council on 27 September 2018 after completion of all planning procedures, including
Public Examination. A planning application for the development has been submitted.
Marshall Group will be vacating the aerodrome by 2030 and relocate to either of Cranfield,
Duxford or Wyton (see page 2). The Group has stated its intent to the local authorities to put
the site forward for development as part of the next Local Plan from 2030.
After a reassessment, site included in South Oxfordshire District Council draft 2034 Local
Plan submitted for public examination on 29 March 2019 for a 3,000 home development with
a new runway for Martin-Baker Aircraft (MBA) operations. Homes England (HE) the land
owner has stated that they will use their CPO powers if current negotiations about the
development with MBA (their tenant) who wish to protect and expand their operations, are
unsuccessful.
Site accepted under the Government’s Garden Village scheme for development with up to
1,500 homes which development is supported by the Brudenell Estate, the site owner. After
public consultations on a proposed site masterplan, East Northamptonshire Council approved
the plan on 15 October 2018 and a planning application for the development is expected in the
autumn.
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AERODROME
Dunsfold

CURRENT STATUS
Planning application for mixed use development with 1,800 homes on site approved by
Waverley Borough Council on 14 December 2016 but called in for a Public Inquiry the result
of which was Central Government approval for the application on 29 March 2018. Protest
groups appealed these decisions in the High Court but the Court rejected these challenges on 5
November 2018. The development has now been granted Government Garden Village status.
Elvington
York City Council definitive Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 25 May 2018
includes a development of up to 3,330 homes occupying the middle section of the runway.
Fairoaks
Surrey Heath Borough Council made a confidential, unsuccessful bid to establish a Garden
Village on site under Government scheme with planning application for 1,000 homes on site
subsequently accepted as valid in October 2018. An alternative scheme (“Fairoaks 2020”) that
retains the aerodrome, originally put forward by a local opposition group, has been included in
proposals from Unity Land LLP. Public consultation ended on 30 July 2018 on Council’s draft
Local Plan options document which states that for Chobham “Employment and Retail - Sets
out that development at Fairoaks Airport should be guided by a development brief /
masterplan.”
Halfpenny
Aerodrome sold to MCR Property Group an investment and development company focused on
Green
commercial and residential real estate. In September 2018 South Staffordshire Council
(Wolverhampton approved a Site Allocation Document expanding on the previously adopted Core Strategy for
Business
their emerging Local Plan which states that the airport is allocated and protected for
Airport)
employment purposes. Public consultation by MCR on proposal for construction of 112 homes
on south-east corner of site and aerodrome improvements including 3 new hangars, started on
7 March 2019.
Hullavington
Aerodrome site has been sold to Dyson Ltd who has renovated two existing Type D hangars as
research centres and obtained outline planning permission from Wiltshire Council for a site
wide masterplan excluding use of the main runway. A full planning application to extend the
runway and construct a private hangar has now been made.
Langar
Aerodrome currently occupied / operated by British Parachute Schools sold in January 2019 to
the owner of Nottingham City (Tollerton) aerodrome (see entry on page 3). Emergency
runway 01/19 is being leased for the testing of experimental autonomous cars.
Long Marston
Aerodrome is designated in Stratford-on-Avon Local Plan adopted Core Strategy for housing
and has Government Garden Village approval for which a planning application has been
submitted. Developer is Cala Homes in conjunction with site owner. See entry for
Wellesbourne Mountford on page 3.
Manston
Examination period ended on 9 July 2019 into the application made by River Oak Strategic
Partners (who have now purchased the site) for a Development Consent Order (DCO) to retain
the aerodrome as a Nationally Significant Infrastructure Project. The Planning Inspectorate
now has three months to make a recommendation on the application. Thanet District Council
definitive 2031 Local Plan submitted for Public Examination on 30 October 2018 with
hearings commencing on 2 April 2019 recognised the existing use of Manston as an airport
and provides for the DCO process to continue.
North Denes
(Yarmouth
Heliport)
Nottingham City
(Tollerton)
Old Sarum

The aerodrome with two grass runways is for sale having been disused since 2015 on the
cessation of North Sea helicopter operations.

Panshanger

Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council definitive Local Plan provides for a realigned grass runway
to the north of previous runway 11/29. Definitive Local Plan subject to Public Examination
with specific hearings on the aerodrome taking place on 20 February and 27 June 2018. An
outline planning application to re-open the aerodrome has been submitted and another party
has submitted a separate application to establish a replacement aerodrome at Hatfield.
Huntingdonshire District Council submitted an unsuccessful bid for a 2,500 home Garden
Village on site. The Council subsequently withdrew their support for the proposal but the site
is still listed in the Council’s Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment.

Peterborough /
Sibson

With the support of the land owner, site earmarked for up to 4,000 homes in Local Plan Core
Strategy adopted by Rushcliffe Borough Council.
Site owner’s planning application for housing development and 10 additional hangars amongst
other work, refused on appeal in a Planning Inspectorate decision letter dated 11 July 2019.
Owner issued a letter dated 25 July 2019 giving notice of the termination of site licences from
31 October 2019 leading to speculation about the closure of the aerodrome.
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AERODROME
Plymouth

Redhill

Retford
(Gamston)
Wellesbourne
Mountford

Wycombe
Air Park

MoD Sites
Abingdon
Aerodrome
2024/25
Barracks 2029
Alconbury 2019
Brawdy 2030

Colerne 2025
Dishforth 2031

Halton 2025

Henlow 2023

CURRENT STATUS
FlyPlymouth, a local social enterprise aerodrome support group, plans to reopen the
aerodrome and start regional airline services. Sutton Harbour Group, the site lease holder,
have proposed a mixed use development although the adopted Plymouth City / South-West
Devon Joint Local Plan retains the site for aviation use at least until the first 5-year review of
the adopted Plan.
Tandridge District Council public consultation on four potential Garden Village sites including
Redhill ended on 9 October 2017. The definitive 2033 Local Plan submitted for Public
Examination on 18 January 2019 with hearings starting on 8 October 2019 has ruled out the
site for a Garden Village and allocated it protected status as an Important Employment Site.
The current draft Tandridge Local Plan earmarks the aerodrome for employment purposes and
notes that the site is within the Green Belt with a high risk of surface water flooding. Part of
the site is within the boundary of Reigate and Banstead Borough Council whose Local Plan
proposal to safeguard the site for housing has been rejected by the Planning Inspector
examining the plan.
Earmarked for a Garden Village with ultimately 2,500 dwellings in initial draft 2035 Strategic
Plan issued by Bassetlaw District Council for public consultation which ended on 10 March
2019.
Gladman Developments with the site owner proposed a 1,600 home development on the site
although the Stratford-on-Avon District Council Local Plan adopted Core Strategy earmarked
Long Marston aerodrome (see page 1) as a preferred housing development site. A Core
Strategy stated policy is to “Retain and support the enhancement of the established flying
functions and aviation related facilities at Wellesbourne Airfield”. Tenants notified that flying
activities would cease in December 2016 but deferred pending tenant’s legal action to obtain
new leases. The Court judgement handed down on 25 June 2018 ruled against the tenants who
appealed the decision which appeal was dismissed by the High Court on 25 March 2019. The
Court of Appeal has refused an application for leave to appeal the decisions and the tenants
have subsequently received notices to vacate the site although some tenants have been offered
a year-long extension. The Council have rescinded the owner’s permitted development rights
and have initiated negotiations for an agreed purchase of the site whilst also taking CPO action
to acquire the site. £1.125 million has been set aside in the Council’s 2019 / 2020 budget to
fund the CPO action.
Site lease holder (Helicopter Aircraft Holdings Ltd) has agreed new leases with the land
owner, Wycombe District Council. After Public Examination, the 2033 Local Plan was
adopted by the Council on 19 August 2019 and provides for an industrial / warehousing
complex on south-eastern part of the site resulting in loss of a runway and relocation of gliding
activities.
The following MoD aerodrome sites are planned for disposal in the years indicated:
Site earmarked for Garden Village style development with 1,200 homes in Vale of White
Horse District Council definitive 2031 Local Plan Part 2 for which Public Examination
hearings closed on 6 September 2018. Consultation on Main Modifications to the Local
Plan ended on 1 April 2019 which reduces the development area to the south of the old
runway 08/26.
Major part of site already being developed with 5,000 homes.
Cawdor Barracks. Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) have submitted site for mixed
use development in Candidate Sites Register for the review of 2033 Local Development
Plan 2 by Pembrokeshire Council.
Aerodrome sale was originally expected to be in 2018. Local business interest in
maintaining the aerodrome for aviation purposes. Decommissioning delayed until 2025
Aerodrome site being disposed of but not included for development in the definitive 2035
Harrogate Borough Council Local Plan submitted for Public Examination with hearings
ending on 13 February 2019 but site is expected to be considered during first review of the
adopted Plan.
Aylesbury Vale District Council’s definitive 2033 Local Plan does not include the
aerodrome site for any development. Public Examination hearings of the Plan ended on 20
July 2018. Decommissioning delayed until 2025
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE. Site
earmarked for mixed use / specialist employment development in Central Bedfordshire
Council draft 2035 Local Plan Part 2 submitted for Public Examination on 30 April 2018
with public hearings ending on 25 July 2019. Decommissioning delayed until 2023
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AERODROME
Mildenhall 2024
Linton-on-Ouse
2020
North Luffenham
2022

Scampton 2022
Spitalgate 2024

Swanton Morley
2031
Tern Hill 2025
Wethersfield 2025
Wyton Aerodrome
2019

CURRENT STATUS
The Forest Heath (now part of West Suffolk) District Council Vision & Prospectus
document for the site retains the aviation facilities including the runway.
Under the Services out sourcing agreement with Ascent, basic fixed wing flying training
will be conducted at RAF Valley in Anglesey rendering Linton-on-Ouse surplus to MoD
requirements.
DIO / Rutland County Council public consultation on Garden Village proposal for site
ended on 15 June 2018. Further public consultation to include proposed development in
emerging 2036 Local Plan ended on 24 September 2018. Project accepted under
Government Garden Village programme.
The resident Red Arrows display team are due to relocate to either of RAF Leeming, RAF
Waddington or RAF Wittering.
Prince William of Gloucester Barracks. Future of the site being progressed by a partnership
between the DIO and HE. Site earmarked for residential allocation in South Kesteven
District Council definitive 2036 Local Plan document submitted for public examination on
15 January 2019 with hearings ending on 31 May 2019.
Robertson Barracks. There is no reference to the closure of the Barracks in the definitive
Breckland Council 2036 Local Plan subject to Public Examination hearings which ended on
20 September 2018.
Clive Barracks. Shropshire Council strategic site consultation ending on 9 September 2019
includes a 750 home mixed use development of the Barracks site leaving the airfield intact.
Future of the site being progressed by a partnership between the DIO and HE with a new
prison and housing being considered.
DIO has a Land Sales Delivery Partnership Agreement with property developer Crest
Nicholson and proposed a 4,500 home development on site which is not included in the
Huntingdonshire District Council adopted 2036 Local Plan but is in the Council’s Housing
and Economic Land Availability Assessment. Marshall Group is considering relocating
from Cambridge (see page 1) to the site.
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http://www.airleague.co.uk

The Air League believes deeply in and champions aviation and aerospace and highlights their role in
security, technological innovation and their important contribution to British society and British economy.
Effort, commitment and regular events have been pivotal in shaping the entire aviation and aerospace
sector and driving debate and policy agendas as has encouraging and attracting the young bright minds
and talent of tomorrow via the ongoing provision of many Scholarships and Bursaries. The Air League
also works regularly with disadvantaged groups using aviation and aerospace as a gateway to lifechanging experiences and opportunities.

NEWS
Are you, or do you know a University of West London Airline, Airport &
Aviation Management Student?
If so, all are now members of the Air League! This means that they are eligible to apply for Air League
Scholarship and Bursary programmes, as well as gain exclusive access to networking and social events
within the industry.
To apply now for Air League Scholarships (up to 12 hours of free flying) and Bursaries, visit the
Scholarships page https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/ to see what you/they could be a part of.

The 2019 Sir Andrew Humphrey Memorial Lecture and Dinner
Mr Alex Cruz, Chief Executive and Chairman of British Airways will deliver the Air League’s landmark
2019 Sir Andrew Humphrey Memorial Lecture – ‘A Vision for the Next 100 Years’ at the Royal
Aeronautical Society in London. The lecture will be followed by a celebratory dinner at the Society.

The world’s first daily international scheduled flight between London and Paris was launched in August
1919 by forerunner-company, Aircraft Transport and Travel Limited. Over the past 100 years, British
Airways and its predecessor airlines such as Imperial Airways, British European Airways and British
Overseas Airline Corporation have shaped the face of the global civil aviation industry and for an entire
century have remained at the forefront of flight.
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The dinner is limited to 100 guests and will take place in the Argyll Room at the Royal Aeronautical
Society. Senior leaders within the aviation and aerosapce industries will be able to engage with the next
generation of young aviation and aerospace professionals.

The SES Satellites Space Scholarship 2020
An opportunity for those students who are between 17 and 18 years old, are interested in the space
industry to take part in a residential Senior Space School with the University of Leicester.
The disciplines covered range from physics and astronomy, to engineering and astronautics, planetary
science and from space physics to genetics and human spaceflight. While the week includes both
lectures and practical activities, there is ample opportunity for socialising too, with a formal dinner and
disco and karaoke on the final night.
Applications for Senior Space School 2020 are now open and cost £550 (£50 deposit)
http://spaceschool.co.uk/S_Spaceschool/-about-us
See the Bursaries, Scholarships & Funds section in this Newsletter for details of The Air League’s
scholarships and bursaries and check out https://airleagueweb.azurewebsites.net/scholarships
WARRIORS AT WALLOP
On Saturday 21st September was “Warriors at Wallop 2019”, one of the Air Leagues most inspiring
events in their calendar, which took place at the Army Flying Museum.

The event unites the wounded, injured and sick (WIS) community of the armed forces through a day of
flying for themselves, family and friends. The flying took place in a range of historic military aircraft and
modern aircraft provided by Aerobility Charity, Flying For Freedom, the Army Gliding Association and the
Historic Army Aircraft Flight. Throughout the course of the day, a total of 70 movements were made in
flying all attendees.
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‘UNITED KINGDOM AIR DAY’ POSTER COMPETITION
In conjunction with its 110th anniversary exhibition held at The Royal Air Force Museum (London), the
Air League are extremely excited to reveal Jemma Westing’s stunning Union Jack themed design as the
winner of the Air League’s ‘United Kingdom Air Day’ poster competition.

Using examples from our ‘Empire Air Day’ archive material from 1935 – 1939 for inspiration, participants
were asked to create a poster that reflected a modern, engaging and relevant advertisement for an Air
Day.
Our congratulations Jemma.
Go along to Hangar 2 at the RAF Museum (Hendon) from now until 30th December to visit the designs
created by Jemma and the four runner ups.
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https://www.airpilots.org
The Honourable Company of Air Pilots (incorporating Air Navigators) was established as a Guild in
1929 in order to ensure that pilots and navigators of the (then) fledgling aviation industry were
accepted and regarded as professionals.
The Honourable Company of Air Pilots award several academic bursaries each year at City
University (London) to students already enrolled on either an MSc in Air Transport Management, Air
Safety Management or Air Maintenance Management. They also provide scholarships for people who
would like to become pilots or to further their qualifications as pilots. In addition each year the HCAP
receives generous sponsorship to fund flying scholarships which are administered by the Company.
https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/scholarships

THE AIR PILOTS’ 2019 TROPHIES AND AWARDS
The Air Pilots’ annual Trophies and Awards are among the aviation industries most prestigious
because recipients are selected by their peers, who have experience in military and civil aviation
around the globe. They were presented at London’s Guildhall on Thursday 24th October.
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General Aviation UK recipients were:
The Award of Honour: awarded for an outstanding and enduring contribution to aviation was
awarded to Stuart King FRAeS founder of the Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF).

Stuart King FRAeS (photo: MAF)

MAF operates 131 predominantly light aircraft in 27 developing countries around the world, where
surface routes are often non-existent or impassable due to conflict or weather to deliver aid, medical,
education, infrastructure and agricultural experts along with its missionary work of pastors,
evangelists and bible translators, and it undertakes many emergency medevac flights.
The Master's Medal: awarded to any person in aviation, at any time, for an act or other achievement
in aviation considered worthy of the Medal, as soon as the facts of the event are clear. This is an
immediate award, made at the discretion of the Master and done so on the advice of the Trophies and
Awards Committee, after careful consideration and due diligence.

James Ketchell (centre) (photo: The Honourable Company of Air Pilots)

The Master’s Medal was awarded to James Ketchell for his epic successful achievement to solo
circumnavigate the world, unsupported, in an open cockpit Gyrocopter (Magni M16), the first person
to do so; and the inspirational promotion of aviation to young individuals around the world.
The Myles Bickerton Trophy: is awarded for outstanding flying achievement in General Aviation and
the 2019 recipient was Captain Jeffrey Milsom BSc(Hons) who formed a 9 aircraft Tiger Moth
formation team who along with the display organisers at Duxford managed to persuade the CAA to
allow the team to overfly the crowd at Duxford, a permission that is not granted lightly.
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Captain Jeffrey Milsom

There were, of course, hurdles to clear, such as planning for an engine failure to any aircraft at any
time so that the safety of the crowd was not jeopardised. Despite less than perfect weather, all went
accordingly to plan and was very well received.
The Hanna Trophy: awarded for an outstanding contribution to the art of display flying of historic,
vintage or modern fighter aircraft was awarded to Nigel Lamb for his more than 30 years of air
display flying and dedication to the safe but exciting demonstration of warbirds and recognising his
outstanding contribution to the art of display flying of historic, vintage or modern fighter aircraft.
The Pike Trophy: awarded to an individual who has made an outstanding contribution to civil flying
instruction. However this year it was awarded twice, to Carol Cooper (Chief Flying Instructor, Head of
Training and joint owner at Andrewsfield) and to Dorothy Saul-Pooley who has devoted the past 30
years to flying instruction, and with her desire for excellence has achieved a very high standard of
training has trained more than 300 people for various ratings and certificates for fixed wing and rotary,
including examiners and Flight Instructor Course instructors and has examined over 700 candidates
as a CAA examiner.
The John Landymore Trophy: awarded to the outstanding candidate of the year for a PPL
Scholarship was awarded to Elton Hove who won the Donaldson PPL Scholarship and completed his
training with the Yorkshire Aero Club.

Elton Hove (Photo: YAC)

Details and recipients of all the Awards and Trophies https://www.airpilots.org/about-thecompany/trophies-and-awards/award-winners and for those awarded bursaries and flying
scholarships
https://www.airpilots.org/about-the-company/trophies-and-awards/awardwinners/scholarship-and-bursary-winners/
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) holds major conferences, lectures and events at its
headquarters in central London at 4 Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ. Lectures and conferences
normally open to interested non-members. The RAeS also encompasses a variety of special interest
groups and local branches in the UK, and overseas, who too organise programmes of lectures and
events.

LIGHT AIRCRAFT DESIGN COMPETITION 2018-2019
Entry to design an electric-powered air racer, a joint RAeS/Air Race E/ LAA competition for the
fastest air racing aircraft has now closed.
The RAeS Light Aircraft Design Conference at No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ on 18th
November 2019 will see the announcement of winners and presentation of awards. The Light Aircraft
Design
Conference
2019
is
themed
‘Electrifying
General
Aviation’.
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar/light-aircraft-design-conference-2019/

NO DEAL BREXIT – NO FLIGHTS?
In January this year DR PAUL FITZGERALD (FRAeS) considered the implications of a ‘no deal’
Brexit on air services between the UK and the European Union. As the RAeC Newsletter goes to
press we will not know if we are in/out/deal or no deal so may be an interesting read.
The
full
article
is
available
here:
flights/?dm_i=4OGU,H72Z,3HA9WN,1Z8EL,1

https://www.aerosociety.com/news/no-deal-no-

My thanks to Chris Sharp of the RAeS for the following interesting articles which I have précised
and attached the link to read in full.
G-TBLC FINAL AIRCRAFT
IN THE RAeS SCHOOLS BUILD A PLANE CHALLENGE PROGRAMME
On the 26th of September volunteers and students from The Bristol Learning Campus celebrated the
completion of G-TBLC at Gloucester Airport. This was the final aircraft in the RAeS Schools Build a
Plane Challenge programme, sponsored by Boeing UK, with the assistance of the Light Aircraft
Association (LAA).
Read all about it in the YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES section in this Newsletter

CREATING A NEW WORLD
The introduction of electric-powered air taxis as an alternative form of urban air transport will require
major changes in regulations, air traffic control and infrastructure. The reason for the sudden rise in
interest in UAM and air taxis has come about from a variety of factors – the first of which is
technology.
This year, over 200 companies are working on designs for electric vertical take-off and landing
(eVTOL) platforms designed for passenger transport. By 2035, it is predicted that up to 6,000 flying air
vehicles could be providing passenger transport services in 90 cities around the world, completely
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transforming the urban environment. But how will this transport revolution be achieved and what
needs to be done to make this vision a reality? On 2-3 September, Farnborough International held the
first Global Urban Air Summit (GUAS2019) to focus on the challenges that lie ahead for urban air
mobility (UAM) systems before they can become an integral part of a city transport infrastructure.
However, for the introduction of UAMs to become a reality, there are still many challenges to be
faced.
If UAMs are to be used for transporting people, then they will have to meet the safety standards
and approvals as are required for other forms of air transport.

The platform innovators think that they are on lower end of the safety spectrum and [the regulators]
think that they are on the higher. One problem faced by the regulators is a lack of information. There
is also still seems to be a lack of communication between eVTOL designers and regulators.
Accountability - “The traditional roles of pilot and air traffic control that regulators are used to with
conventional air transport are not there when the pilot’s role is taken on by a machine,” said UK CAA’s
Tim Johnson “Regulators are used to having a human that they can hold accountable. How can that
work with an autonomous system?”
The new eVTOL designs also require a consideration of the environment in which they will have
to operate. While the original concept of a flying car envisioned people being able to fly from
anywhere to anywhere, this is not a practical model for hundreds of eVTOLs flying over populated
areas. Andrew Sage, Head of Unmanned Traffic Management at NATS has stated that “NATS is
looking at all airspace users. We have to give fair access to airspace for all.”
Another issue is how will the new eVTOLs be controlled? Many experts believe that, in order for
UAMs to be granted flight certification for carrying passengers, the first eVTOL flights will have to
piloted. Having a pilot would also help built public confidence in the safety and reliability of the UAM
concept. However, piloted eVTOLs would not be a practical long-term solution, as more and more
flying vehicles take to the skies as there are not the necessary numbers of pilots.
To read Part 1 of the article in full: https://www.aerosociety.com/news/creating-a-new-world/
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ACTION TOWARDS A GLOBAL FLIGHT TRAINING SCHOOL ASSOCIATION
Peter Barrett FRAeS reports from the first RAeS International Symposium of Approved Training
Organisations, held on Tuesday 17 September 2019 at the Royal Aeronautical Society Headquarters
in London, where delegates agreed to move towards creating a global association for civil flight
training schools.
Delegates agreed to continue to work to form an international body to represent the global community
of Aviation Training Organisations, that the organisation should be limited initially to ATOs for air
transport pilots.
A significant step towards the creation of an autonomous independent organisation to represent ATOs
internationally. Such an organisation could create an environment for ATOs to work collaboratively on
safety concerns; share best practice; improve international harmonisation and standardisation; and
liaise with other industry stakeholders. It could also help deal with the complex issues that arise when
pilots, air carriers, OEMs and ATOs come from different regions and operate under different
jurisdictions.
https://www.aerosociety.com/news/action-towards-a-global-flight-training-school-association/

THE RAeS HISTORICAL GROUP
The Historical Group exists to provide a focus within the RAeS for the study and discussion of
aerospace history, and to contribute on behalf of the Society to wider activities in this field, both in the
UK and internationally and organises several lectures and discussion evenings at RAeS
Headquarters each year which everyone is welcome to attend.

RAeS LECTURES
All RAeS Lectures are free to attend for RAeS members. To reserve your place send your name and
contact details to conference@aerosociety.com or click on 'book now' for the RAeS Event
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar you wish to attend and log in to your profile or create a
user account. RAeS lectures are delivered all over the UK, not just at their HQ at No.4 Hamilton
Place, London, W1J 7BQ

November lectures include:
6th - The BAC 221 Programme & early days of Concorde: John Thorpe FRAeS, former member BAC
Flight Test Department. Venue: Brooklands Museum, Brooklands Road, Weybridge, Surrey,KT13
0QN. Time: 18:45 - 20:00. Bar open 18.00
7th - Brabazon Named Lecture 2019: presented by Shai Weiss, Chief Executive, Virgin Atlantic.
Venue: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ Time: 18:00 - 19:00 Registration required:
conferences@aerosociety.com
14th - Adventures in Noise: Joe Walsh CEng FRAeS Venue: Coates Road Auditorium, Nottingham
University
Park,
NG7
2TQ
Time:
18:00
19:00
Registration
required:
https://www.aerosociety.com/login/?returnUrl=%2Fmembership-area%2Feventbooking%2F%3FeventId%3Dd8d21e6a-4fe4-e911-8176-005056bc5cbc
21st - Developments in UK Manufacturing, the 4th industrial revolution: Phil Spiers, CEng FRAeS,
Head of Laboratories, AMRC Venue: Portland Building, University of Portsmouth, Portland Street,
PO1 3AH Time: 18:30 - 20:00
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December lectures include:
10th - The Heathrow Air Traffic Control System at 99% Capacity – Even under Crash Conditions: Mr
Adam Spink, London Heathrow ATC Venue: Brockington Building Lecture Theatre U020
Loughborough University, Epinal Way, LE11 3TU Time: 19:15
12th- From Comet to Dreamliner: a history of aircraft fatigue: Dr. Andrew Halfpenny, Director of
Technology, HBM Prenscia – nCode Products Division Venue: RAF Cosford Museum, Lysander Ave,
Cosford, Shifnal, TF11 8UP Time: 19:00 - 21:00
January 2020 lectures include:
8th - H-Bombs and Hula Girls: Wg.Cdr.(Ret'd) Paul Shepherd Venue: The Montgomery Theatre
The Defence Academy of the UK, Faringdon Rd, Shrivenhan, Swindon S, SN6 8LA Time: 19.00
Registration required: das@aerosociety.com or 07740 136609
15th - Atmospheric Research Flying in the UK: Mr Guy Gratton Venue: University of South Wales
Treforest Campus, Pontypridd, CF37 1DL Time: 19:00-20:30 To Book: Lectures link
www.raescardiff.org.uk
21st - "Nanosatellites: Enabling technologies for novel mission architectures": Dr Katharine Smith,
Lecturer in Aerospace Engineering Venue: Brockington Building Lecture Theatre U020,
Loughborough University, Epinal Way, LE11 3TU Time: 19.00
February lectures include:
5th - Helicopter Force For The Future: Col Craig Sweeting OBE Venue: The Montgomery Theatre
The Defence Academy of the UK, Faringdon Rd, Shrivenhan, Swindon S, SN6 8LA Time: 19.00
Registration required: das@aerosociety.com or 07740 136609
19th - The Business of Borrowing Bird Biology: Understanding and mimicking avian flight mechanics:
Dr Peter Thomas Venue: A166, Lindop Building, University of Hertfordshire, College Lane Campus,
Hatfield, AL10 9AB Time: 18:45 - 20:00

For details of al RAeS lectures, conferences and events: https://www.aerosociety.com/eventscalendar/

You can also catch-up on past lectures and events via the RAeS Video and Audio Archive
https://www.aerosociety.com/events/catch-up-on-events/video-audio-archive/
Audio - Classic Lecture Series: Reminiscences of a Schneider Trophy Pilot by Group Capt. L.S.
Snaith https://www.aerosociety.com/news/audio-classic-lecture-series-reminiscences-of-a-schneidertrophy-pilot-by-group-capt-ls-snaith
Audio - Classic Lecture Series – The men who gave us wings : Britain and the aeroplane 17961914 by Peter Reese https://www.aerosociety.com/news/audio-classic-lecture-series-the-men-whogave-us-wings-britain-and-the-aeroplane-1796-1914-by-peter-reese
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BURSARIES, SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDS
These pages are a compilation of RAeC Member Organisations bursaries, scholarships and Funds
together with others that may be of interest.

2020 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST (RAeCT) BURSARIES
The Royal Aero Club Trust is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young people for the 2020
season.
The President’s Scholarships (2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The new George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The new John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
plus a number of additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each.
Applicants for these grants must hold British Citizenship and be permanently resident in UK and aged
14-21 years (Advanced Bursary up to 24 years).
Applications
for
2020
bursaries
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries

are

available

for

downloading

via

Closing dates for applications: 31st March 2020

AIR CADET GLIDING FUNDING
If you are an Air Cadet you can apply for gliding funding via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk

AIR LEAGUE SCHOLARSHIPS
Anyone can join the Air League and enjoy access to their scholarships which give you free flying
opportunities around the country. Whether you are already hold a Pilot’s licence or are just starting, or
you might be more interested in a career in engineering or aspire to work in astronautics…there is
something for everyone. All they want to see is passion and commitment towards your chosen career.
You can choose to apply for as many different types of scholarships as you like (there is no
limit). Make sure to read the T&Cs and entry criteria.
The Flying Scholarships provide 12 hours of Powered Flight training towards the award of a Private
Pilot’s Licence (PPL).
Applications for the scholarships will be open from 1st November 2019 to the 31st January 2020.
Interviews for the flying scholarships will be held in March/April 2020.
Flying scholarships to be completed between May and the end of October 2020.
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The flying bursary programme offers 3-5 hours of advanced flying training to current Private Pilot’s
Licence (PPL) holders as well as those yet to gain their licence who need assistance in finishing their
training.
Many of their bursary winners have used bursary funds towards night ratings, instrument ratings and
tail wheel conversions. The Air League also welcomes applications from disabled pilots who are
looking to gain additional flying experience.
The bursary programme will be open for applications in early 2020.
https://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarshipsold/flying-scholarships/

VINTAGE AIRCRAFT CLUB: LIZ INWOOD TAILDRAGGER SCHOLARSHIP
The Scholarship, named in memory of the late Tiger Moth pilot and flying instructor Liz Inwood, is
funded by donations from the Vintage Aircraft Club, Light Aircraft Association and the Inwood estate.
The Taildragger Scholarship was set up by the Liz Inwood Trust along with the VAC and we are
pleased to make This annual award is available to qualified pilots, under 36 years old, with 100hrs or
more who wish to convert from typical flying club nose wheel designs to older tailwheel types, and
enabling them to train for up to 5 hours at a recognised flying school. Each year the selection panel
will chose one pilot out of the many applicants potentially to open the door to flying a wider range of
vintage and classic types.
2020 applications open in June 2020 : http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

BMAA YOUNG PERSON'S MICROLIGHT FLYING BURSARY
Keen to promote microlighting to the younger generation so that new blood is brought into
microlighting the BMAA fund each year selected candidates aged between 15 and 20 on the date of
the award. In order to qualify these candidates must show some history of an interest in microlighting
and will be selected by an appointed panel. There will be some additional flying and ground based
assessments to ensure the BMAA get exactly the right people.
The 2020 applications close 31st March 2020 https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/bursaryapplication-form

FLYING FOR THE DISABLED 2020 SCHOLARSHIPS
A scholarship includes 35 hours flight tuition and associated ground school which means that most will
have flown solo and some, at their own expense, have gone on to achieve their PPL. Scholarships
commence with a scholar’s seminar near the end of April, during which scholars are introduced to their
instructors and scholar training partner(s).
Flying training is undertaken at flying schools in the UK between May and October and will be of three
or four-weeks duration in either a PA-28 or a Microlight aircraft.
To apply for a scholarship complete the online enquiry form and a full application form will then be sent
to you.
https://www.fsdp.co.uk/apply/#masthead

Closing Date: November 30th 2019
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RAF CHARITABLE TRUST
The RAF Charitable Trust is developing a number of Scholarships and Awards open to serving
airman, cadets and members of the wider RAF family. These range from Scholarships for Disabled
People to Air Cadets and 6th Form Scholars with potential follow on into University to glider flying
training.
https://www.airtattoo.com/the-trust/scholarships-and-awards
LAUNCHPOINT BURSARIES / AWARDS
Launchpoint is a registered British charity that supports gliding and aims to provide opportunities to
experience gliding and to help participants, of all ages, to develop with the sport. It does this through
the Caroline Trust Awards and the Ted Lys Awards.
The Caroline Trust Award application form can be found here
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/pwmf-lp/caroline-trust-application-form/
The Ted Lys Award application form can be found here https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/tedlys-award-application-form/
For further information and details: https://members.gliding.co.uk/launchpoint/
Launchpoint is also the BGA’s adopted charity and provides Launchpoint’s website at no cost.

PPL SCHOLARSHIPS AT BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT
2 PPL annual scholarships to the value of £10,000 each have been offered by the Trustees of Biggin
Hill Airport to young men and women between the ages of 16-26 seeking a career in aviation. One
scholarship funded by the owners of the airport, The Biggin Hill Airport Award, and the other funded
by the family of the late BA Captain Nick Davidson.
For further information contact ndmfs@bigginhillairport.com

THE PHILIP WILLS MEMORIAL FUND (for GLIDING CLUBS)
The Philip Wills Memorial Fund supports UK gliding by lending money to gliding clubs for capital
projects e.g. purchasing land or equipment, with the Trustees having a broad brief to enable them to
provide a diversity of financial assistance to both clubs and individuals.
The Fund lends at (very) low rates of interest, usually over periods less than 10 years. Typical loans
would be up to c £60k. The application process is simple with the Fund’s trustees generally only
looking to see that there is a good business case for the expenditure and (in order to protect the
Fund) that the club has the ability to make monthly repayments.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/club-development/pwmf/
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GASCo
www.gasco.org.uk
The General Aviation Safety Committee was formed as a result of a meeting of the Conference of
General Aviation Organisations held on 4th September 1964, under the Chairmanship of the late Air
Chief Marshal, the Earl of Bandon GBE, CB, CVO, DSO.

FORTHCOMING GASCo SAFETY PRESENTATION EVENINGS
SAFETY EVENINGS 2019/20
We are now taking bookings for Safety Evenings from 1st October 2019 onwards. If your club or
organisation would like to host an evening (or afternoon) between 1st October 2018 and 30th April
2019 just telephone 01634 200203 or e-mail Penny penny.gould@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk to start
the ball rolling.
For a list of current venues and dates: https://www.gasco.org.uk/events/safety-evenings

For details of November 2019 – May 2020 safety Evenings already confirmed see
https://www.gasco.org.uk/flight-safety-information/safety-evenings

FLIGHT SAFETY EXTRA
Flight Safety Extra complements GASCo's magazine Flight Safety and is another channel by which
GASCo hopes to get flight safety information to you in a convenient way and contains many valuable
sources of flight safety information.
To receive GASCo’s free Flight Safety extra e-newsletter each month contact the GASCo Office
01634 200203 or email penny.gould@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk
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YOUTH ACTIVITIES & OPPORTUNITIES
YOUTH IN AVIATION
Youth in Aviation is a collaboration of the non-profit, charitable and educational organisations involved
in enabling young people from all backgrounds to experience aviation and aerospace inspiring the next
generation. There are 16 organisations involved including YES, RAF Cadets, Scouts; the Air League,
Young Air Pilots, the BGA, RAF Museums, the RAeS, Brooklands Museum all working together
aiming to further the opportunities and access to aviation and aerospace activities and providing over
£300,000 of scholarships and bursaries each year.
The General Aviation Awareness Council have educational information for school and many of their
members offer special facilities from visits to local airfields and pleasure flights to arranging for
helicopter visits to school sports field.
See http://www.gaac.org.uk/wordpress

YOUNG AVIATORS
The 14th Annual Young Aviators day was held on Saturday 14th September 2019 at Sywell
Aerodrome.
My thanks to organiser Andre Faendrich for this report:This was another amazing Young Aviators day. The day itself was special in so many different ways –
thanks to the weather gods, we had perfect weather conditions for the event, albeit it was a tad windy.
The 11th Youngster flown that day was also the 1,000th Youngster flown since the very first Sywell
Young Aviators event way back in September 2006.

Tor, aged 9, a Total Aviation Person, was the lucky one, who flew in the very rare Tiger Moth the
Queen Bee - one of only 5 of these left in the world.
There were 27x non-Scouts who took part this year, while the Scouts who took part are as follows; 1st
Stoke Poges (5x), 22nd Oxford Sea Scouts (5x), 28th Oxford (7x), 43rd Oxford (6x), Whiteleaf (4x)
1st Brill (1x), 1st Thame (5x), 617 Sandwell Air Scouts (10x), Oakham All Saints (15x), Northampton
(24x) and 1st Coventry (Allesley Village) Scouts
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In total we flew 109x youngsters and 8x adults, on 97x flights, using 15x aircraft and 17x Pilots. Pilots
participated from AOPA (for the 1st time), using CAA, LAA and BMAA aircraft and it was with great
thanks to them that we achieved the amazing total of youngsters and adults flown.

We had another first, and were thrilled to welcome G-PROV, a Jet Provost Mk52, built in 1967, as the
very first jet aircraft to visit a Young Aviators event. Painted in South Arabian Air Force colours (and the
only Mk52 left flying), it was flown down by Tatiana Schevchenko, accompanied by Mark Hooton as her
passenger, from Nottingham-Tollerton and was a big hit with everyone, especially when everyone saw
it was the diminutive but very capable Tatiana, who flew the aircraft - Go Girl, Go!!.

Next year Mark hopes to bring his 2-seat De Havilland Vampire T.11 WZ507 (the only ex RAF T.11 left
flying in the world) down from Coventry-Baginton, to accompany the Jet Provost.
We were also very privileged to have the Sywell based Beagle Pup (MSN 004) G-AVLN on static
display in the square, being used for some of the ground based Scout Badges, and also in a
competition to see who could find as many faults (there were 14x to be found) that would prevent it
from flying.
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Navigation training took place in the Club Room as usual, and was once again run by Geoff Goodchild
(An Airbus A330 training Captain), his son Sheridan (a PPL and future commercial pilot). They were
very ably assisted once more by Jon Edginton, who will be taking over the running of this activity from
YA 2020 onwards.
Hangar 2 was a hive of activity as usual. Returning again this year, Anne Hughes and her team
consisting of Phil Jackson, Debs Bobka and Sue Stowe, representing the LAA and brought along the
2019 FAI (Fédération Aéronautique Internationale) Art Competition. They report 14x new entries for the
competition, and I know of one young lady, whose long lapsed interest in art was re-kindled that day,
and that is a great result. http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/art.html
Also in Hangar 2, we had yet another first, when Space Store, from Oxford, founded by Stephen
Ringler, and assisted by Abi Leach and Katie Bouwer, came along and brought along 2x VR headsets
with some amazing “space missions” and some Space Suits (Large, Medium & Small) to try on and
wear and be photographed in. This and with lots of space stuff to buy, their display proved very popular
and we look forward to welcoming them back again in 2020. They also very kindly offered to give two
youngsters some work experience, one of whom Annabel has her heart set on going into space, so a
terrific result there. https://www.spacestore.co
Finally the 1st Sywell Air Scouts led by Jackie Haynes (and assisted by Ellie Doak in the background)
ran the Egg Crash Test Workshop, which gave us a total of 26x entries for the fly-offs, which much
scrambled egg visible, though a fair few eggs survived and were used for breakfast on the Sunday!!.
Also assisting again this year were Luton Scout Leaders Helen Halsey and Adrian Sutcliffe, who did a
great job co-ordinating the non-Flying Scouts to acquire some of their Air Badges.
2x Pedal Planes, for the under-7-year olds, once again proved very popular sowing the seeds for future
Young Aviators.

The whole day would not have been possible, without the huge generosity of Sywell Aerodrome, who
once again waived all the landing fees for all the participants, and gave them Hanger 2 and the Club
Room for free again. The Air Traffic Controllers were also kept extremely busy as were the staff in the
Aviator Hotel, the hospitality team, reception, the bar and restaurant, and also the staff in The Pilots
Mess. The volunteers at the superb Sywell Aviation Museum were also kept very busy, with their
excellent museum and Hawker Hunter Gate Guard. https://www.sywellaviationmuseum.org.uk
At the end of a perfect day, and after the Egg Crash Test Workshop fly-offs, we gave out the usual
Young Aviator certificates, Goodie Bags and a slice of cake, and everyone went home with huge smiles
on their faces.
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Over the last 14 years of Sywell Young Aviator events, we have now flown a total of 1,098x Youngsters
(made up of 349x Non-Scouts, 737x Scouts, 12x ATC), 165x Adults, on a total of 910x flights, flown by
163 pilots flying 154x aircraft.

The 15th Annual Young Aviators event will be at Sywell Aerodrome on Saturday 12th
September 2020, so here's to the
http://yesflyers.org.uk/young-aviators-2020

next

14

years

and

Young

Aviator

No

2,000.

THE GREAT UK YOUTH ROCKETRY CHALLENGE 2020

The UK Youth Rocketry Challenge (UKRoC) is a great way to engage the next generation of
engineers with practical experience of building and executing complex missions. This is an exciting
way to learn more about maths and science, with the UK winners getting the chance to compete
against teams from France, USA and Japan at the International Finals. The Rocketry Challenge is a
great opportunity for young people aged 11 – 18 and entries for 2020 are now open.
 It’s free to enter and it’s fun! Teams just need to cover the cost of the rocket build and
associated equipment (approx. £300).
 An extension to what students are already learning in Science, Technology and Maths – but
in an interactive and engaging way.
 It’s a great way for young people to gain hands-on engineering and presentation skills.
 The winning UK team will receive a paid-for trip to Farnborough International Airshow 2020
to compete against the winning teams from America, France and Japan.
 Students will have the opportunity to meet with industry aviation, space leaders and experts.
 Cash prizes, certificates and awards for winning teams, and their associated youth group or
school.
 It’s a great skill to learn to help towards other extra-curricular activities like the Duke of
Edinburgh Award.
REGION
South East
South West
North
Northern Ireland
Scotland
Midlands
National Final
International Final

DATE
25 March 2020
28 March 2020
1 April 2020
7 April 2020
TBC
29 April 2020
20 May 2020
23-24 July 2020

ADVERSE WEATHER DATE
22 April 2020
TBC
30 April 2020
1 May 2020
TBC
5 May 2020
n/a
n/a

For more information: https://www.ukayroc.org.uk/
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BMAA HORIZONS BUILD-A-PLANE PROJECT
The Horizon Project, organised by BMAA’s Terry Viner, is a build-a-plane scheme for schools and
provides a school with a comprehensive kit of parts to build a two seat microlight aircraft.
For more information about the New Horizons project: https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/newhorizons

YOUNG PERSON'S MICROLIGHT FLYING BURSARY
The BMAA fund each year selected candidates aged between 15 and 20 (on the date of the award)
for a flight training bursary.
In order to qualify these candidates must show some history of an interest in microlighting and will be
selected by an appointed panel. There will be some additional flying and ground based assessments
to ensure the BMAA get exactly the right people.
If you would like to be considered please complete and submit the form found at
https://www.bmaa.org/information-library/bursary-application-form
Application for 2020 will likely close 31 March 2020.

SCOUTS
There are approximately 120,000 Scouts aged 6 to 8 years across the UK. Did you know that it only
takes a Beaver Scout 1.5 hours to get their Air Badge?
By bringing them down to an airfield near you, they can;
a) Get a talk about flying a plane from a pilot,
b) Sit in an aircraft/glider and see how the controls move,
c) Make a paper plane and bingo they have their first Air Badge.
Then they will be hooked and go on to be air minded and perhaps join the Air Scouts, or ATC.
And please don’t forget the girls, the Brownies and Girl guides are also starting to take an interest in
getting their Air Badges, so why not contact your local Beaver/Cub/Scout Troop or Girl Guides or
Brownies. You will open up a world of opportunity for everyone.
THE AIR LEAGUE
The Air League has an App for young people to find out more about careers in aviation
http://www.airleague.co.uk/youthinaviation
CADET SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet schemes. These
schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for assisting with daily club
operations. Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative. See
www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.
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My thanks to Graham Wiley for the following two reports:

G-TBLC IS FINAL AIRCRAFT IN THE
RAES SCHOOLS BUILD A PLANE CHALLENGE PROGRAMME
On the 26th of September volunteers and students from The Bristol Learning Campus celebrated the
completion of G-TBLC at Gloucestershire Airport.

This was the final aircraft in the RAeS Schools Build a Plane Challenge programme, sponsored by
Boeing UK, with the assistance of the Light Aircraft Association (LAA).

The SBAP-Challenge has built and flown six Rans S6 Coyote aircraft at Schools throughout the country
since its launch in 2008 and has provided young people in secondary schools the opportunity to gain
hands - on experience of the aircraft build process and wider STEM subjects to encourage them to
pursue a career in the industry.
There was lots of media interest the day. Students and volunteers were interviewed by BBC Radio
Bristol and local news programme BBC Points West who featured the story in their evening bulletin.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LduhPvmlvzo
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NEW STEM HIGH FLIERS PROJECT
The charity STEM High Fliers (SHF) has started a project with three schools in the Midlands to build a
Sherwood Ranger aircraft. Currently the pupils at Codsall, Billbrook and Perton Middle Schools are
being given instruction on the basic hand skills required. As part of this phase they will build a Pedal
Plane supplied by YES Youth & Education Support and sponsored by The RAF Charitable Trust.

STEM High Fliers, a newly registered charity, prime objective is to inspire young people towards
Science, Technology, Engineering & Maths (STEM), by having them build a light aircraft and then fly in
it. SHF have selected the Sherwood Ranger from the Light Aircraft Company because of its innovative
design. It mixes both traditional and modern materials and techniques that will give the young people
valuable engineering experience and the opportunity to fly in an open cockpit two seat bi plane.
https://www.facebook.com/STEM-High-Fliers-190209721873480

YES

http://yesflyers.org.uk/

Youth & Education Support, the Youth Education branch of the Light Aircraft Association, and
more commonly abbreviated to YES, works together with LAA Clubs, leading industry companies, local
education authorities, schools and universities and many others to educate, encourage and inspire
young people to take part in all sorts of activities connected with aviation, through: Aircraft building projects (YES Build-a-Plane)
 Training in meteorology, navigation and airmanship
 Exhibits and activities for young people at aviation shows
 Arranging talks and practical activity sessions for schools and youth groups
 Arranging aviation activity days for Beavers, Cubs, Scouts, and Explorers, Girl Guides and others
 Production and demonstration of training equipment for navigation and radio communications
 Maintaining an independent web-based aviation information centre for youngsters, and
 Providing guidance on a future career in the varied world of aviation.
YES are a group of aviation enthusiasts and pilots who organise and support events to help youngsters
develop an interest in flying and get them into the air.
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JUNIOR GLIDING CENTRES (JGCS)
The British Gliding Association has set up a network of Junior Gliding Centres (JGCs) to help you
get what you want out of the sport. Each centre is part of a leading BGA affiliated club and is just the
place to meet up with other young pilots, develop your gliding skills and have a great time. Everything is
set up so that you’ll feel part of the gang from day one and can get straight down (or up!) to flying and
having fun.
Subject to completing the required training, you can fly a glider solo at age 14. And there is no upper
age limit. We recognise that all young people can benefit from support in gliding and so we have a fairly
relaxed definition of ‘Junior’ – Junior gliding benefits and support apply to anyone up to 25 years old.

Each Junior Gliding Centre has a co-ordinator who is focused on helping you to join in and get flying.
They will be able to point you in the right direction. If you’ve never flown before, they will help you get
started and, if you’ve already gone solo, they’ll help you work out what you want to do next. Whether
you want to learn aerobatics, race gliders, or just fly, there will be something at JGCs for you.
https://www.gliding.co.uk/juniorgliding

UNIVERSITY GLIDING CLUBS
University gliding clubs offer students a fantastic start in gliding. Usually based at the local gliding club,
University clubs have excellent access to modern fleets of training aircraft and some of the larger
university clubs even have their own gliders and instructors.
These clubs are often subsidised by the university and offer very good rates on flying to help cashstrapped students into the air.
Each year there is an inter-Uni competition. This week provides a focal point for all university glider
pilots. The competition rewards everything from going solo to doing a 500km racing task. There are
also some fantastic evenings after the flying has finished. This year’s competition will be hosted by
University College London and will be held at Bicester Gliding Centre.
There’s more information about university gliding, a map of the universities which have gliding clubs
and some advice about setting your own club up if your university doesn’t already have one.
Contact the BGA office and ask to be put in touch with our university gliding co-ordinator.
office@gliding.co.uk 01162 892956
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http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

The VAC may be of interest to RAeC members who fly older aircraft types and aim of the Vintage
Aircraft Club is to provide a focal body for owners, pilots and enthusiasts of vintage and classic light
aircraft by arranging fly-ins and other events as well as publishing a magazine called “Vintage and
Classic”.

NEWS
RED WHEEL CEREMONY AT BROUGH
My thanks to Anne Hughes for the following reports:
The Vintage Aircraft Club is an affiliate member of the Transport Trust and consequently is always
interested in the Trust’s awards to aviation related sites. It was an opportunity too good to miss,
therefore, when, in July, Anne Hughes received an invitation to the Blackburn Factory near Brough in
Yorkshire for a Red Wheel ceremony.
On arrival it was interesting to see the way the history of the site, dating back to 1916, blended with
the modern development of it’s owners BAE Systems. Anne received a warm welcome both from the
Chairman of the Trust and the volunteers and workers from the factory.
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It was very appropriate that Robert Blackburn’s daughter and grandson were to unveil the plaque and
even more so that Robert’s grandson was photographed in a reconstruction of one of the earliest of
his grandfather’s aircraft.
Anne made friends with a group of gentlemen in blue boiler suits who, as retired engineers, were
more than enthusiastic about preserving the history of the factory and reconstructing various aircraft,
including the B2. They escorted her through the locked doors of the old factory to a total wonderland!
Among the various models and reconstructions was the archive which dated back to 1909. This was a
real treasure trove which included pamphlets, leaflets, magazines and original photographs, many of
which were unpublished. A haven for any aviation researcher! She was sorry when the day came to
an end and promised to return to spend a little more time enjoying over 100 years of aviation history!

VAC AT 55
The highlight of our celebrations for reaching the grand age of 55 was a weekend at Breighton Airfield
in Yorkshire! The event had been planned for June with a certain amount of finger-crossing as
‘camping under the wing’ would need fair weather to make such a venture as pleasurable as it sounds
romantic.
In the event they needn’t have worried! Not only did the sun shine on them for the full weekend, but
the Yorkshire hospitality they were afforded by the Real Aeroplane Club was amazing. Their unique
collection of aircraft were on display and members of the club were happy to share flights with VAC
members. The café provided a delicious non-stop twelve hour service and a superb menu.

Cooked by the VAC’s Membership Secretary, Steph Giles, the VAC’s birthday cake was
ceremoniously cut by Peter March who had belonged to the club almost since its beginnings.
Speeches were made and friendships renewed as we saw over 80 aircraft arrive over the weekend –
some venturing to Yorkshire for the first time!
Such was the success of the weekend that they will be returning to Breighton next June, as once
you’ve visited Yorkshire you know you have to go back!
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VAC AT LAA RALLY
Owing to the close links between the LAA and the VAC are always keen to play a role in contributing
to the success of the Rally. This year they were pleased to be joined on the VAC merchandise stand
by Richard Chancellor who brought his display of WW1 memorabilia to share with us.
The stand was, as always, staffed by enthusiastic VAC members and proved popular with all, as did
their VAC information area where many made the excellent decision to become VAC members!

VAC members were also to be seen on the airfield polishing their aircraft with an eye to the judging by
the LAA for the various categories of awards.
VAC will return next year when they have also been allocated a slot at Speakers’ Corner where they
will be sharing their members’ aviation stories.
VAC EVENTS
VAC’s winter programme of events is already underway where they will be at Popham, Turweston,
White Waltham and Old Warden. Please check out their programme on the VAC website as there is
something there for everyone!
All updates and news of VAC events can be viewed on their website.
http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk
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